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PEG   DPPC:DSPE-PEG(2000) 100-  
PL  Photoluminescence 
QCM  Quartz Crystal Microbalance 
QD  Quantum Dot 
QY  Quantum Yield  
RC  A photothermal agent  
SAXS  Small Angle X-ray Scattering 
SPR(I) Surface Plasmon Resonance (Imaging) 
SPRIM Surface Plasmon Resonance Imaging Microscope 
SUV  Small Unilamellar Vesicle 
TRIS  Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane 
WAXS  Wide Angle X-ray Scattering 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Overview 
Liposomes offer a biocompatible option for targeting contents into various tar-
get sites. The content release can occur either passively or with some internal or 
external trigger. One of the most interesting triggers is the light in the wave-
length region that is not significantly absorbed or scattered by the tissue. 

Photothermal liposomal drug delivery systems (DDSs) are relatively simple in 
contextual sense. They contain two key components. The first is the lipid carrier 
containing the drug. The second is the photothermal agent that converts light 
into heat. As the heat transports to the surrounding lipid bilayer, lipids undergo 
a phase transition that increases the permeability of the membrane. The con-
tents of the liposome are thus released.  

The broad scope of this thesis are the physicochemical effects and novel de-
tection methods of photothermal liposomal DDSs with gold nanoparticles 
(GNPs) or indocyanine green (ICG). The work is carried out in four research 
papers. The main scope in Publications I and II is the photothermal heating, the 
resulting phase transition, and its significance to drug release. Publication III 
focuses on a specific surface sensitive microscopy technique, SPRI microscopy 
that was used to determine the amount of photothermal material (i.e. GNPs) 
inside the liposomes. Publication IV focuses on PEGylation, a standard practice 
in lipid applications, and discusses about some of the new possibilities in drug 
release via extended phase transition region and shape transition. Together, 
these publications provide a pervasive viewpoint of the effects taking place in 
photothermal lipid systems and encompass some new research tools that can be 
used to study such soft nanomaterials in the future. 

1.2 Outline of this Compendium 
The outline of this compendium is as follows. Chapter 2 provides a brief litera-
ture review of the thesis topic. Chapter 2.1 compiles some of the literature re-
garding liposomal DDSs. Photothermal agents are reviewed in chapter 2.2. The 
main work of this thesis, Publications I – IV, are summarized in Chapters 3 – 6. 
These papers share no common theoretical basis. Therefore, they are detailed 
in their own chapters. Since Publications I – IV are part of this written work 
(provided in the back), the aim in this compendium is not to repeat their narra-
tion, but to give a brief overview and to extend some of their viewpoints in order 
to compliment the original works. 
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2. Review of Literature 

2.1 Liposomal Drug Delivery Systems 

2.1.1 Liposomes and Other Lipid Aggregates 

Phospholipids are amphiphilic molecules with a hydrophilic head group and a 
hydrophobic tail group. In an aqueous solution, they form lipid structures by 
self-assembly. The shape of the aggregates can be often predicted with so-called 
packing parameter , which is the ratio of the average hydrocarbon area , 
where  is hydrocarbon volume and  is its length, versus the optimal area of 
the lipid head groups .1, 2 With the ratio ,i a bilayer is 
formed, that is then instantaneously folded to a spherical liposome. This is due 
to the unsustainable line tension at the interface of bilayer edges and water. 
Similarly, a spherical micelle can be formed when , a cylindrical micelle 
between , and inverse structures when , with cylinders ap-
pearing between  and inverse spherical micelles when .3, 4  

The packing parameter describes the macroscopic particle shape with excel-
lent agreement when the system contains identical lipids or when the lipids are 
ideally mixed. It also describes the shape of the segregated lipid systems4 since 
the parameter characterizes a singular monomer.2 In this case, the packing pa-
rameter is often used to explain local curvature values ( ). For example, bicelles 
(i.e. disc-like micelles with a bilayer) are formed when the lipids of low packing 
parameter are transported to the bilayer edges, where they stabilize the highly 
curved interface, and the formation of liposomes is prevented. Hence, the pack-
ing parameter predicts the curvature in some cases. However, reverse thinking 
may be advised in many occasions,5, 6 as the curvature values are actually needed 
to determine the packing parameter.40 Curvature is the main contributor in the 
bending energy:  

 
  

  
(1)  

(generalized from Ref. 7), where  is the Poisson’s ratio,  is the bend-
ing modulus,  is the Gaussian curvature modulus,  and  are the two prin-
cipal total curvatures of the bilayer, and  is the spontaneous total curvature. 
Together with surface tension, minimizing the surface area, the bending contri-
bution aims to minimize the difference  throughout the bilayer. 
Hence, it determines the particle shape, as demonstrated by Helfrich8 and Deu-
ling with Helfrich9.  

The most common bilayered lipid structures in drug delivery applications are 
liposomes and bicelles. In addition to these, monolayered structures are also 

                                                           
i Kumar (Ref. 3) has set the lower bound to 0.74 for the phosphatidylcholine. 
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used. These include small globular micelles and cylindrical micelles. All of the 
lipid systems can be used in the delivery of lipophilic drug molecules by embed-
ding them into the lipid core.10-13 Liposomes have one clear benefit over the oth-
ers: they contain an aqueous phase that can encapsulate hydrophilic molecules. 
In this case, the bilayer offers protection against the fast clearance or the hostile 
conditions in the blood stream that may degrade the precious cargo. On the 
other hand, uncontrolled drug activity is also inhibited by the bilayer prior to 
the target.14  

Liposomes can be categorized according to their size and lamellarity (i.e. 
unilamellar vesicle, ULV, and multilamellar vesicle, MLV). The small unilamel-
lar vesicles (SUVs) are typically less than 200 nm in diameter. Large unilamellar 
vesicles (LUVs) are found in the size region of 200 nm to 800 nm, and giant 
unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) are in the micrometer scale. MLVs are typically ei-
ther “large” or “giant”, reaching from 500 nm up to 5 μm.15 In all cases, the lipid 
bilayer thickness is close to 5 nm and varies only when the bilayer goes through 
a phase transition. 

2.1.2 Drug Delivery Pathways 

Liposomes have achieved a firm position among new drug formulations due to 
their excellent biocompatibility and superb track record in receiving FDA ap-
provals. Amongst others, FDA approval has been given to formulations such as 
DaunoXome® that is used to treat Kaposi’s sarcoma, Doxil® that is used to treat 
refractory Kaposi’s sarcoma, ovarian cancer, and recurrent breast cancer, and 
Myocet® that is used in the combinational therapy of recurrent breast cancer.16-

18 Injection is the most common and effective technique to administer liposomal 
drugs19 but also other administration routes are available. The digestive system 
tract is uncommon but not unheard of.20 Transdermal administration is a viable 
and pleasant non-invasive option, although permeation through stratum 
corneum (i.e. the outer layer of the skin) may be difficult in some cases. This can 
be bypassed, however, by using natural water ducts, i.e. hair follicles and sweat 
glands, with or without the enhancement of an iontophoretic device.21 In addi-
tion, nasal cavities or the lung offers another bypass. In fact, one of the first 
commercial liposome product includes the synthetic lung surfactant Alveofact® 
that was used for pulmonary instillation for the treatment of respiratory distress 
syndrome.22, 23 Liposomes can also enter the body with inhaled aerosol droplets, 
typically at the size range of 1-5 μm.23  

In the most typical scheme, a drug carrier is delivered into the target cell via 
endocytosis whereby a hydrophilic drug is released into the cytoplasm or deliv-
ered further into the lysosome, as depicted in Fig. 1. Other possible interactions 
with the cell surface may take place but not inhibit the drug permeation. In the 
case of endocytosis, the size of the liposome is important, although much de-
pends on the target cell type as well. SUVs and LUVs are both uptaken into the 
phagocytosing cells with ease24 as they can internalize bigger entities than them-
selves.25 In the case of a non-phagocytic target, endocytosis is restricted to four 
mechanisms: 1) clathrin-mediated endocytosis, 2) caveolae-mediated endocy-
tosis, 3) micropinocytosis and 4) other (clathrin or caveolae-independent) type 
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of endocytosis,26 such as the one mediated by the enzyme dynamin.27 In Caco2 
cells (i.e. human colorectal adenocarcinoma cells), for example, it has been 
shown that SUVs of the diameter of 100 nm to 160 nm were mainly uptaken 
through clathrin pathway, whereas SUV of ca. 40 nm in diameter followed the 
dynamin-mediated endocytosis, and intermediately-sized liposomes were adapt 
to follow both pathways.27  

 

Figure 1. Drug-bearing liposome interactions and pathways into the target cell: 1) Specific and 2) 
non-specific adsorption on the cell surface; 3) drug release near the target cell; 4) micropinocyto-
sis; 5) protein-mediated exchange of lipid components with the cell membrane; 6) specific and 
nonspecific endocytosis, with eventual endosomal delivery into the lysosome (6a) or release into 
cytoplasm (6b) via provoked endosomal destabilization; 7) provoked endocytosis due to certain 
viral components on the liposome surface, followed by an endosomal delivery into the lysosome 
(7a) or release into cytoplasm (7b). Modified from Ref. 15. 

2.1.3 PEGylation 

Liposomal drug delivery systems are subject to clearance in the blood stream. 
Serum opsonin targets liposomes and specialized phagocytic cells remove the 
opsonized liposomes in a matter of few hours.28, 29 Hence, the dose that reaches 
the target may remain below the therapeutic limit, and the drug delivery system 
can become unsustainable with respect to the costs-to-effectiveness ratio.  

One of the most commonly used method to prolong circulation times in blood 
and in storage is the addition of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) moieties on the 
surface of the liposomal carrier. This procedure is called “PEGylation”, and it is 
portrayed as “the gold standard” among researchers developing drug delivery 
systems.30, 31 For instance, it was one of the cornerstones in the first FDA ap-
proved nanodrug, Doxil®.32 

The PEG decoration of liposomes is obtained by adding PEG-conjugated lipids 
into the bilayer. Most commonly used PEG-lipid is DSPE-PEG(2000) with gen-
erally accepted optimum amount of ca. 5 mol%.31 This fraction is in the PEG-
brush conformation. Lower PEGylation would result a mushroom conformation 
and less tight packing order,33 which can influence the durability of the liposome 
in blood.34 

PEGs provide a stealth sheath for the drug carrier due to the repulsion be-
tween the polymeric units and added steric barrier against opsonin and other 
bioactive molecules.34 In addition, PEG moieties can protect the cargo by other 
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means. For instance, PEG can influence the lipid packing in the bilayer by con-
trolling the extent of hydration in the lipid head groups.35 A PEG layer blocks 
divalent ion (e.g. Ca2+) interactions with the lipid headgroups, and thus inhibits 
membrane fusion, improving membrane stability.36, 37 PEG can also couple with 
some bioactive molecules, such as albumin, to increase the biocompatibility and 
circulation times.38  

PEG is soluble in both hydrophilic and hydrophobic solvents.39 Therefore, it 
can bind hydrophilic molecules, like albumin38, but also more hydrophobic mol-
ecules, for example indocyanine green (ICG).40 The latter is a fluorescent dye, 
but it acts as a photothermal agent as well.41 Due to some hydrophobicity in the 
PEG chain, it has been hypothesized that PEG moieties (with low level of 
PEGylation) may also penetrate into the bilayer in some cases.37 

2.1.4 Internal and External Triggers for Drug Release 

Small compounds permeate the lipid bilayer faster than large molecules. Hy-
drophilic and charged molecules have a slower passive permeation rate through 
the bilayer than lipophilic components. Macromolecules need a complete phase 
transition in the bilayer to pass through it.42 Typically, at temperatures below 
the phase transition temperature of the lipid mixture, passively targeted lipo-
somes have drug release rates of less than 1 % (in vitro) of their total drug ca-
pacity per hour.15 This is sufficient in some special cases. For example, Doxil® 
can obtain a therapeutic effect via passive release in tumorous tissues.32 In some 
other cases, passive release is not sufficient. Liposomes may reach the target 
cell, but the released dosage remains below the therapeutic window and does 
not have desired effect without a trigger that would destabilize the bilayer.43 
Hence, there is a keen interest to liposomal DDSs with triggering mechanisms 
of endogenous or exogenous type. 

Endogenous or internal triggers include changes in e.g. pH44-48 and enzymatic 
activity49. Most commonly, these triggers are relied on when the selected path-
way is endocytosis: the pH 7.4 of the extracellular fluid drops during this process 
to 5.5 or below in the lysosome,44 and many enzymes reside inside the lysosome. 
In the case of utilizing the decreasing pH as a trigger, 1,3-Diolein and cholesterol 
hemisuccinate pairing can be used, for example. This formulation destabilizes 
the bilayer and releases the drug molecules.46, 48 However, even with pH sensi-
tive lipid formulations, the drug release into cytoplasm may have a weaker effect 
than desired if the endosome wall remains intact. In this case, systems with pH 
trigger may need another triggering mechanism.48 

External triggers include changes in temperature50, and electromagnetic radi-
ation in the spectrum of ultraviolet, visible light or near-infrared. Temperature 
is a powerful trigger, as the lipid bilayer is a temperature-sensitive structure. A 
typical phospholipid bilayer undergoes two consecutive phase transitions upon 
temperature raise. The first one is the pre-phase transition from the gel phase 
into the rippled gel phase. The second one is the main phase transition from the 
rippled gel phase into the fluid phase.51 The phase order determines the perme-
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ability of the drug.52-54  Maximum permeation occurs in the main phase transi-
tion temperature region,53, 54 and water permeates through a curved bilayer hun-
dred times faster above the phase transition temperature than below it.52  

The light triggered drug release can be obtained in the UV region via isomeri-
zation of azobenzene55, 56, by a photocleavage mechanism57, or through a singlet-
oxygen-mediated photochemical decomposition45. Polymerization58 and photo-
oxidation59 are used in the visible light region. In addition to these, all light 
wavelengths can be used to convert light energy into heat (see e.g. Refs. 20, 40, 
48, and 60-73). In this case, temperature sensitive liposome formulations are 
used with specific nanoparticulates, or other photothermal agents that are em-
bedded into the bilayer or encapsulated into the aqueous cavity of the liposome. 
The photothermal agent absorbs light and converts the absorbed energy into 
heat. The heat is then locally transported, and the nearby bilayer is melted, and 
the drug thus released. This is addressed in the next chapter. 

2.2 Photothermal Agents 

2.2.1 Physiological Windows 

When light passes into a medium, it is absorbed and scattered on its path. The 
intensity of the transmitted light is attenuated: 

 , (1)  

where  is the intensity of the light prior to the medium,  is its path length,  
is the number density, and , , and  are the excitation, absorption, 
and scattering cross sections, respectively. The absorbed energy can be released 
as luminescence. This may occur by emitting photons of a different wavelength 
than the absorbed one or by emitting phonons; effectively transporting heat 
from the surface of the absorber to the surrounding medium. The latter is 
known as the photothermal effect and it occurs on a photothermal material.74  

All media absorb light. Therefore, a tissue experiences background heating 
and light attenuation even without having a photothermal agent involved. This 
is readily understandable by placing a finger on flashlight light and gazing upon 
the red glow that passes the fingernail with a small sensation of warmth. Unfor-
tunately, the nice and warm sensation in the finger is the power that is lost from 
utilization and to make matters worse, the loss may become unsafe with high 
intensities of light, because the tissue may suffer irreversible damage due to ex-
cess heating or photochemical reactions. Obviously, the penetration of light into 
tissues and the sensitivity of epithelia to light varies significantly. In general, 
biological systems have two optical windows (Fig. 2) in which the light pene-
trates effectively and causes less damage to the cells and tissues.74-77 The first 
physiological window situates between the visible absorption band of hemoglo-
bin (and melanin) at 650 – 700 nm and the characteristic absorption band of 
water at 980 nm.74, 77 This is the region that transmits freely through a finger, 
and makes it glow red on the other side. Similarly, the light in this region can 
permeate few centimeters through the skin, eye, and other tissue unobstruct-
edly.74, 78  
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The second physiological window is invisible to the naked eye. It is limited by 
the water absorption bands and locates between 1000 nm and 1400 nm.74 Here, 
water still absorbs some light and causes some background heating. The benefit 
of the higher wavelength is the reduction in scattering and autofluorescence, 
often producing substantial background noise in a biological tissue.74, 77 

 

Figure 2. Optical windows I and II for the photothermal drug release are situated between hemo-
globin and water absorption bands. Thick black line represents the effective attenuation coeffi-
cient of the whole blood (fully saturated with oxygen) that is composed of absorption (thinner line) 
and scattering (dashed line) coefficients. Data from Ref. 79. 

In some cases, e.g. during tumor ablation, tissue damage is the desired effect 
and biological windows are irrelevant. In most cases, tissue damage is inadmis-
sible and the light trigger can be excited in the biological windows only. This 
poses a disadvantage to some promising light triggering options, such as azo-
benzene isomerization in the UV range55, 56, and photo-oxidation alternatives in 
the visible light range59. Fortunately, many photothermal agents operate in the 
near-infrared region. 

2.2.2 Gold Nanoparticles 

Introduction 
Gold nanoparticles have been an increasingly popular topic in the scientific lit-
erature. One of the most interesting properties of gold nanoparticles is their ca-
pability to convert light to heat at certain wavelengths. Today, a Web of Science 
search (obtained 26th of April 2018) “TOPIC:(photothermal) AND TOPIC:(Gold 
nanoparticles)” results a total number of 3607 publications till the end of the 
year 2017. Interestingly, ca. 54 % of these publications are published between 
2015 and 2017, and more than 20 % are from the year 2017. Only two publica-
tions are found before the millennium, both from the year 1999. This is surpris-
ingly recent in contrast to the fact that the first gold nanoparticle solutions were 
prepared in the 1850s by Michael Faraday80, optical properties of spherical par-
ticles were defined by Gustaf Mie81 in 1908, and hyperthermia therapies has 
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been around for millenniaii.82 In fact, the first paper on the subject of photother-
mal heating is by Hodak et al.83 (1998), followed by the first proof-of-concept 
study by Hüttmann and Birngruber84 (1999), who used light triggered gold col-
loids to denature proteins.85 

Gold nanoparticles are plasmonic meaning that their surface plasmon starts 
to resonate in a specific resonance condition when the particle is exposed to an 
external electric field, e.g. under of a certain wavelength of light, and the ab-
sorbed energy is released either by luminescence of photons or heat.74 The heat-
ing is commonly referred as “plasmonic heating”. From a practical point of view, 
the photoluminescence concerns gold nanoparticles of the diameter smaller 
than 5 nm.86 This size range absorbs at wavelengths lower than the physiological 
window, making them uninteresting in bio applications. To access the correct 
absorption range, nanoparticle geometry can be engineered so that the plasmon 
band reacts to desired wavelengths.87-90 This is demonstrated in the following 
chapter and Appendix A. The contributions of the surface plasmons are also 
later examined in Chapter 5, where we introduce the surface plasmon resonance 
imaging microscopy (SPRIM) as part of Publication III. 

Surface Plasmons 
Surface plasmons were first discovered by Wood in 190291, when he observed a 
pattern of “anomalous” dark and light bands in a spectrum of diffracted light 
leaving from a diffraction grated mirror surface. Fano (1941)92 associated these 
anomalies with electromagnetic surface waves before Ritchie (1957)93 gave a 
more complete description of the phenomenon, and imprinted the term “plas-
mons” (proposed by Pines in 195694) to the English vocabulary. Finally in 1968, 
independently to each other, Otto95 and Kretschmann and Raether96 established 
means to excite plasmonic waves conveniently on a smooth metal surface. This 
gave final rise to the field called plasmonics. 

A plasmon is an electron charge density wave occurring at the metal-dielecri-
cum interface. The plasmonic oscillations occurs at a well-defined frequency, 
classifying a plasmon as a bosonic excitation, corresponding to a quantum of 
plasma oscillation and adding the suffix “-on” to the term “plasmon”.97-99  

The plasmonic effect occurs on a plasmonic metal (e.g. Au and Ag) that pos-
sess a cloud of free electrons (d-electrons in Au and Ag) with a large negative 
real part on its dielectric function at the given wavelength.98 Surface plasmons 
cannot be excited in bulk, i.e. the continuum underneath the skin depth of the 
plasmonic metal 

 , (2)  

where  is the speed of light,  is the absorption coefficient of the metal,  is the 
wavelength of light,  and  are the dielectric constants of the me-
dium and metal, and , where  is the frequency of light. The free-elec-
tron cloud can be displaced and put into an oscillatory motion by an external 
electric field, usually generated with a parallel polarized (p-polarized) light in 

                                                           
iiIn hyperthermia therapy, a tumorous tissue is exposed to elevated temperatures. According to Hippocrates 
(ca. 400 BC): if a tumor “cannot be cut, it should be burned. If it cannot be burned, then it is incurable.”82 
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an angle above the critical angleiii , i.e. in the total internal reflection region. 
The total internal reflection can be easily understood considering a perfectly 
mirror-like water surface that blocks the visibility through the interface. At the 
surface plasmon resonance (SPR) angle, the momentum and the energy of the 
incident photon coincides with the plasmonic wave, and the energy of the inci-
dent beam is dissipated into the interfacial propagation. This is shown as a drop 
in the reflected light intensity (see Fig. 18) near the SPR angle.98 The SPR angle 
depends on the dielectric functions of the interfacial materials where the plas-
monic propagation occurs and the evanescent wave penetrates inside the non-
metallic material. This observation has put forth a surface scientific tech-
nique100, commonly referred plainly as surface plasmon resonance (SPR) where 
changes in the reflected light intensity indicate changes in the dielectric mate-
rial, for example biofilms. The surface scientific SPR is detailed in chapter 5.2. 
In this chapter, we focus on the special case of SPR waves occurring on the sur-
face of a nanoparticle smaller than the skin depth of its metal. This is referred 
as localized surface plasmon resonance. 

The difference between surface plasmons on a nanoparticle and on a thin film 
is that nanoparticles experience non-propagating plasmonic oscillations. This 
means that the oscillation takes place in the entire body of a particle, and the 
electronic cluster is displaced with respect to the positive ion background. 
Hence, when the light frequency is equal to the resonance frequency condition, 
plasmons start to oscillate over the particle, making it a dipole (Fig. 3).97 This 
kind of system can be described as a nanosized antenna. 

 
Figure 3. Non-propagating plasmon excitation on plasmonic metal nanoparticle (of size smaller 
than the skin depth of the metal) with light wave of frequency . 

The plasma frequency condition depends on the shape and the size of the nano-
particles. A spherical nanoparticle resonates in a single wavelength, as all prin-
cipal axes are uniform. The optical properties of this shape can be determined 
analytically by the Mie theory.88, 89 In anisotropic shapes, the principle axes 
might have their own unique resonance condition and thus three or more eigen-
frequencies can be found. Since the shape and the size of the nanoparticles are 
readily engineered today101, the application-required frequency of light is read-
ily accessible. For drug delivery applications, this frequency is in the physiolog-
ical window (see Fig. 2), and the optimal particle shape of gold is a nanorod with 
suitable aspect ratio.69, 102 The effect of the aspect ratio  to the excitation 

                                                           
iii Snell’s law states that , where  is the angle of the incident ( ) or the refracted 
beam ( ), and  is the refractive index of metal or dielectric, respectively. Illumination from angle 

 requires that , which is impossible for any real . This means that all light will be 
reflected when . This is called “total internal reflection”. 
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spectra of gold nanoparticles is displayed in Fig. 4. These plots follow the equa-
tion: 

 , (3)  

that has been derived in Appendix A. A spherical particle (green line) follows 
the equation 

 . (4)  

 
Figure 4. Simulated excitation spectra of gold nanorods with aspect ratio ( ) of 1.0, 1.5, 
1.8, 2.0, 2.5, 2.9, 3.5, 3.8, 4.1, 4.5, 5.0, 5.9, 6.7, and 8.1 (from left to right). Aspect ratios between 
ca. 2.5 (or 2.9) and 5.0 absorb in the physiological window I and  in window II.  

2.2.3 Photosensitizers 

Near-infrared fluorophores can be excited in the physiological window. They are 
used to visualize various biomedical processes including targeted drug delivery 
in vivo and in vitro, and in diagnostics of tumor growth in various parts of the 
body.41, 103 In addition, many of them can be used in photothermal heating and 
photodynamic therapy. 

Fig. 5 presents the photophysical processes in a photosensitizer.104-106 By de-
fault, a fluorophore absorbs light at its excitation wavelength (1) and releases 
emission at a higher wavelength (2). The photothermal effect, or other mecha-
nisms can take place when the absorbed energy surpasses the energy of the 
emitted photons. The ratio of these energies is the fluorescence quantum yield 
(QY). A low fluorescence QY means that the molecules remain in a higher energy 
state after the fluorescence emission, and the excess energy must be released 
through some other mechanism. The primary mechanism in the fluorophore 
photothermal agents is the emission of phonons and dissipation of heat (3). 
However, other mechanisms are commonly involved. The photosensitizer goes 
often to the triplet state T1 via internal conversion (4), and may release the rest 
of the energy as phosphorescence (5). In another case, triplet state molecule un-
dergoes a photodynamic effect. This means that it forms cytotoxic singlet ox-
ygens (6) or other radicals (7) that may be used in cancer treatments, for exam-
ple. In the drug delivery applications, these compounds may cause harm in the 
target tissue and some precautions may be needed.104-107 
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Figure 5. Modified Jablonski diagram for a photosensitizer. Photophysical processes include: 1) 
absorption of light, 2) fluorescence emission, 3) internal conversion and vibrational relaxation 
(photothermal effect), 4) inter-system crossing to triplet state T1, 5) phosphorescence, 6) singlet 
oxygen production, and 7) formation of free radicals. Based on Refs. 104-106. 

Interestingly, the research history of dye molecules in photothermal therapy ex-
tends longer than that of the gold nanoparticles that have been dominating the 
field for decades due to their plasmonic elegance and general appeal. Nonethe-
less, in 1995, Chen et al.108 published a pioneering work “Chromophore-en-
hanced in vivo tumor cell destruction using an 808-nm diode laser” that intro-
duced indocyanine green (ICG, Fig. 6) as a novel candidate for cancer treatment 
via the photothermal effect. Despite some clear benefits over some other photo-
thermal agents, the enthusiasm around ICG and other cyanine-based fluoro-
phores has been moderate with only a couple of papers published on the subject 
of photothermal heating before 2012. For example, a Web of Science search: 
“TOPIC:(Indocyanine green) AND TOPIC:(photothermal) AND TOPIC(photo-
dynamic)” (accessed in 3rd of May 2018)iv shows a rapid growth in the number 
of research papers in the past recent years. Four papers were published in 2012. 
In 2017, the number was 13-fold with 52 publications. In total, the number of 
papers in 2017 counts a whopping 31% of all published work within the search. 

 
Figure 6. Chemical structure of indocyanine green (ICG). 

The success of ICG as a photothermal agent is based on its photophysical prop-
erties. ICG has a minuscule free molecule fluorescence QY of ca. 3-4 %.107, 109 
Approximately 11 % of the absorbed energy forms triplet state ICG that gener-
ates singlet oxygen radicals from the ground state molecules at its proximity and 
causes the decomposition of the neighboring ICG molecules.110-112 The rest, ca. 
85 % of the energy, is released as heat via the photothermal effect.107  

                                                           
iv ”Photodynamic” is included in the search because ICG is a dual photothermal/photodynamic agent, and 
this topic is usually covered whenever ICG is illuminated as a photothermal agent. 
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In addition to high photothermal efficacy, ICG is an inexpensive standard flu-
orescent marker that has been used in medical imaging and e.g. cancer diagnos-
tics throughout the body.41, 103 ICG is excited in the physiological window with 
two characteristic excitation peaks (see Fig. 7). As a free molecule, the maximum 
absorption can be found at 780 nm. The shape of the excitation peaks depends 
on the concentration. At low concentrations (i.e. <60 μM), the higher wave-
length peak is more pronounced than the lower one, whereas at higher concen-
trations, the lower wavelength peak becomes more intense.113 Yet, the absolute 
size of the upper wavelength peak also increases with the concentration. Thus, 
the peak shift has no major effect to the optical heating. However, interaction 
with other molecules shifts the excitation bands upwards. In plasma, or e.g. in-
side liposomes, ICG excitation occurs at wavelengths closer to 800 nm.  

 
Figure 7. The molar excitation spectra of ICG (black) in water and ICG in plasma (gray) with 
concentrations of 6.5 μM (solid line), 65 μM (dashed line), 650 μM (dotted line). Data acquired 
from Ref. 113. 

The safety of ICG is superior to most photothermal agents. ICG has been ap-
proved for clinical use by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) and FDA.114, 

115 It is sold as a prescription drug “Verdye” in Austria, Belgium, Germany, Italy, 
the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden, Russia, the United Kingdom and the United 
States. The injection dose of Verdye is 5 mg in 1 ml (i.e. 6.5 mM) for adults.116 
This is well above the dosage needed for the photothermal therapy or liposomal 
drug release. For the photothermal/photodynamic therapy of tumors, the 
threshold levels are above 25 μM but some estimates, taking into account the 
cumulative effect at the beginning of cell incubation, reach up to 0.5-1.7 mM.111, 

117 In drug delivery applications, the required ICG concentration is lower be-
cause the photothermal effect occurs in the proximity of the lipid bilayer, and 
therefore, the disruption of the bilayer occurs locally. More important is the 
amount of photothermal agent versus the amount of drug carrier constituents. 
For example, in the work by Lajunen et al.40, the optimum ICG:lipid ratio is near 
1:50. If the ICG-liposome dose is 0.3 mM, only 6 μM of ICG is injected with the 
liposomes. The desired therapeutic effect is obtained, nonetheless.72  

Like several other substances, ICG suffers from a few drawbacks in physiolog-
ical conditions. Free ICG interacts with the proteins in the blood stream and the 
half-life in plasma remains under 4 min.118, 119 The major challenge is that ICG is 
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rather an unstable molecule in aqueous solutions, especially when the temper-
ature of the system is raised by e.g. the photothermal effect. ICG also photo-
oxidizes and can break in half by a radical reaction.112 

The photodecomposition of ICG splits the cyanine groups that are coupled via 
the conjugated carbohydrate bridge (see Fig. 6).112 In order to increase its pho-
tostability, ICG structure can be stabilized by e.g. substituting chlorocyclohex-
ane moiety between the hydrocarbon bridge. The resulting structure is called 
IR820 (Fig. 8, left). It acts as a photothermal agent, similarly to ICG, but with 
longer degradation half-times in aqueous solutions, a higher fluorescence quan-
tum yield, and a slightly lower photothermal effect.41 Similar structures like 
IR780120, IR825121, and RC122 (Fig. 8, right) have been studied as photothermal 
agents that have an enhanced stability compared with ICG. However, the stabil-
ity of ICG can also be successfully increased by encapsulating the molecule into 
the body of micelles123, liposomes40, 48, 72, 124, or e.g. antibodies125. For instance, 
liposomes were able to stabilize ICG for one month at temperatures below the 
lipid phase transition.40 At higher temperatures, ICG was exposed to water and 
thus decomposed.  

 
Figure 8. Chemical structures of IR820 (left) and RC (right) ions (from Ref. 122). 

2.2.4 Photothermal Heating 

In addition to absorption spectra, the heat conversion efficiency is the most im-
portant quality of a photothermal agent.67, 69 For instance, some GNRs produce 
heat with a rate of 95%,69 while ICG releases heat with the efficiency of 85 % (at 
800 nm).107 These values are part of the effective absorption cross-section 

, which is one of the source terms in the heat equation 

 , (5)  

where  is the temperature increment,  is the heat conductivity (of 
solvent),  is the thermal diffusivity,  is the perfusion time,v  is the number 
density, and  is the intensity of light. A solution to this equation is126 

 
, 

(6)  

where  is the radius of a sphere influenced by the photothermal agents (set as 
a boundary condition126). Obviously, the heat equations (5) can be expressed 
with alternative source and sink terms with some optional boundary conditions 
(see e.g. Ref. 67). Eq. (6) it is later used in Chapter 4.4.  

                                                           
v Relevant for biological systems as e.g. blood flow can dissipate heat.  when no perfusion occurs. 
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3. Light Triggered Effects on QCM 

3.1 Background for Publication I 
The work for Publication I was conducted between the years 2013 – 2015. As 
discussed in Chapter 2.2.2, the light-triggered heating of gold nanoparticles had 
been known for some 15 years prior to this publication. Nevertheless, only a few 
papers had utilized this effect to liposomal DDSs. These early works include 
Paasonen et al.61, 63 in 2007 and 2010, and Troutman et al.62 in 2009.  

The aim of Publication I was to determine the action taking place in the lipid 
bilayer during the illumination. Paasonen et al.63 had reported a phase transi-
tion in the lipid bilayer by using small angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and hydro-
phobic gold nanoparticles (GNPs) under UV irradiation. In Publication I, this 
was repeated using hydrophilic citrate capped GNPs (10 nm in diameter) and 
the phase order monitoring was done with a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM).  

3.2 Methods 

3.2.1 Preparation of the Samples 

A dry lipid film (5 mg of pure DPPC or 1:9 DSPC:DPPC) was prepared by solute 
(chloroform) evaporation. To increase the encapsulation efficiency, lipid films 
were first hydrated with a solution of 0.9 nM GNPs in deionised water. This was 
followed by the addition of buffer (140 mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES, pH7.4) to a 
volume of 0.5 ml. The dispersion (60 °C) was briefly sonicated and then ex-
truded 11 times through a double-stack of polycarbonate membranes (pore size: 
200 nm). The dispersion was then cooled down to room temperature and di-
luted to ca. 0.4 mg ml–1 of lipids. The concentration of GNPs inside the lipo-
somes was ≥90 pM. The cryo-TEM sample contained tenth of the gold contents. 

3.2.2 Cryogenic transmission electron microscope 

A cryogenic transmission electron microscope (cryo-TEM, FEI Tecnai T12) was 
used to obtain micrographs of vitrified samples, and to ensure the encapsulation 
of nanoparticles. Here, the preparation method of Kuntsche et al.127 and Iancuet 
et al.128 was used. In brief, 5 μl of sample was pipetted on a TEM grid inside a 
humidity chamber (humidity 100 %). The grid was blotted between two filter 
papers and dropped into a condenced 1:1 ethane−propane mixture. Sample was 
then moved to Cryo-TEM under liquid nitrogen for imaging. 

3.2.3 Quartz Crystal Microbalance 

Measurement 
A QCM instrument (KSV Instruments QCM-Z500) was used to detect changes 
in the viscoelastic properties of adsorbed liposomes under UV irradiation. The 
measurements were performed using a gold-plated QCM sensor coated with 
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C10PEOdC10SH. The liposomes were first immobilized onto a surface. The un-
bound particulates were washed with a buffer flow and the system was left to 
stabilize. The surface was then illuminated for 5 min (flux ca. 2.8 W cm–2)vi and 
the changes in the frequency and resistance were collected. 

Analysis 
A gold coated quartz crystal oscillates at the fundamental resonance frequency 
of ca. 5 MHz. When the crystal surface is coated, the frequency  shifts, and the 
change is connected with the change of the adsorbed mass129 

 , (7)  

where  ng cm-2 s and  is the frequency overtone.vii This equation is the 
well-known Sauerbrey equation and works well for fully elastic films. However, 
when a viscoelastic film (e.g. film of adsorbed liposomes) is formed, the Sauer-
brey equation is no longer valid and another model is needed to describe the 
surface response. Most commonly used is the Voigt model that can be derived 
from the transmission line.130 In this case, the impedance response is 

 , (8)  

where  and  are the impedance of the solution and the film, and  and  are 
the density and the thickness of the film. Changes in the physical properties are 
seen in the complex shear modulus 

 , (9)  

that can be used to determine the ratio of the viscosity η and the elasticity μ, 
known as the relaxation time: 

 . (10) 

It is the time needed to recover from a physical deformation. It goes to zero 
when the film follows a rigid behavior and increases as the material becomes 
softer. 

Modern QCM systems measure changes in frequency and dissipation 

 , (11) 
where the dissipated energy  is higher in a viscous layer and goes to 
zero in the case of fully elastic layer. Thus, a qualitative relation to  can be easily 
drawn.  

Viscoelastic films are often characterized qualitatively by a parameter131-133 

 , (12) 

where  represents the mass increase on the quartz surface. In addition to , 
many earlier works and Publication I uses a similar parameter 

  . (13) 

This can be justified in some cases, since  and .134 Since 

 and ,135, 136 we can also derive a simple relation between 
 and . Here, the frequency is a function of the inductance  but capacitance 

                                                           
vi Erratum: 35 W light was irradiated to a circular radius of  2 cm (instead of 4 cm). 
vii Fundamental resonance frequency ( ) is accompanied by its integer multiples, overtones. Overtones 
penetrate to the surface film on quartz crystal. 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, and 11th overtones have penetration 
depths of 238, 138, 107, 90, 79, and 72 nm, respectively. 
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 is a constant during the mass or liquid loading.135 Therefore, the change in 

frequency is essentiallyviii , and 

 . (14) 

Similarly,  

 .  (15) 

This shows that parameters  and  are closely connected. The benefit of  is 
that it can be constantly measured from the system via electrical impedance.  
is measured indirectly by exciting the quartz crystal with a radiofrequency pulse 
and then determining the decay exponent. Many authors prefer  over , be-
cause  is more sensitive to calibration errors.132 This can be justified, because 

 is an electrical parameter, whereas the decay exponent connects  more 
closely to the actual oscillation taking place on a quartz crystal (  is essentially 
the imaginary part of the complex frequency132). Nonetheless, both  and  can 
be used to represent the qualitative viscoelastic changes in a film. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 
The main results in Publication I include light triggered changes in the film 
thickness  and the relaxation time  in samples that contained GNPs (showed 
to reside within the liposomes with cryo-TEM). These factors were determined 
by Voigt analyses, i.e. by fitting measured data to Eq. (8). In addition, a qualita-
tive parameter  was determined and tested against the relative change of the 
relaxation time: 

   (16) 

Here,  and  are the values of the reference sample.  was shown to offer 
a commendable method to monitor viscoelastic changes in real time in the films 
of adsorbed liposomes. However, the best indication of the photothermal effect 
was obtained from the Voigt analyses after the measurements. The effects of 
photothermal heating to the film thickness , relaxation time , and parameter 

 are shown in Fig. 9. These changes are relative to their initial values prior to 
the illumination. 

 

                                                           
viii Change in a function  can be estimated with a total derivative . 
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Figure 9. Relative change in film thickness , relaxation time , and parameter  for liposome 
samples (DPPC: black; DSPC:DPPC 1:9: gray) without (hollow circles) and with encapsulated 
gold nanoparticles (filled circles) with the diameter of 10 nm after the illumination on QCM sensor. 

The most prominent feature in Fig. 9 is the shift of the relaxation time (with 
GNPs). A similar trend was also obtained for the parameter  and layer thick-
ness. This clearly demonstrated that irradiation caused an effect in the adsorbed 
liposomes. The temperature rise was observed based on the size of the -  
hysteresis, that were larger in the case of encapsulated liposomes. However, the 
slight problem of the results was the lack of detailed information of the mecha-
nisms that took place there. As clear as the effect was, it did not explain whether 
the liposomes were fused together, GNPs released from the liposomes, or nano-
bubbles formed due to the photothermal heating. The temperature increment 
remained also undetermined in the publication. 

3.4 Supplementary Results 
The photothermal heating was also measured with a common thermocouple 
(Fig. 10). This measurement shows that the temperature increase was ca. 8 °C 
from the initial 37 °C when the background heating was subtracted. This con-
solidates the effect observed in QCM and proves that a phase transition (

 °C for DPPC) must have taken place during the measurement. 

 
Figure 10. Temperature of a gold nanoparticle solution (circles) and pure water (triangles) during 
the illumination with UV light.  
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4. Photothermal Effect in Liposomal DDSs 

4.1 Background for Publication II 
The work for Publication II was conducted in years 2015 and 2016. The aim was 
to acquire detailed information of the photothermal effect, and the resulting 
phase transition and drug release (of calcein). In addition to gold nanorods 
(GNRs) with aspect ratio 4.1, this work introduced ICG as a prospective photo-
thermal agent for liposomal DDSs. Both photothermal agents absorb in the 
physiological window (compare Fig. 11 and Fig. 2).  

The thermometry was conducted with two fluorophores: CdSe quantum dots 
(QDs) and laurdan. Laurdan was also used to determine the lipid phase order. 
The inspiration to use these fluorophores were given by Maestro et al.66, 69, 102 
(QDs) and Parasassi et al.137-139 (laurdan). 

 
Figure 11. The attenuation coefficient of gold nanorods (black) and indocyanine green (gray). 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Preparation of the Samples 

A lipid film (1.5 μmol DPPC and 5.7 nmol laurdan) was dried out of its organic 
solute on a round flask under a stream of nitrogen. The system was heated to 60 
°C and the film was hydrated with 750 μl of buffer solution (100 mM NaCl, 10 
mM TRIS-HCl, pH 7.4) with or without one of the photothermal agents. The 
dispersion was then extruded 11 times though double-stacked polycarbonate 
membranes with the average pore size of 400 nm. The solution was eluted 
through a Sephadex G-50 gel column, and the third fluorescent aliquot was col-
lected with the help of the fluorescence emissions of laurdan (and a UV lamp).  
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4.2.2 Fluorescence Thermometry and Lipid-Order Detection 

Quantum Dots 
QDs are nanocrystals possessing a bright and narrow emission band that can be 
excited in a wide range of wavelengths. The maximum wavelength of the emis-
sion band depends on the size and the geometry of the QDs, but some QDs can 
be used as nanothermometers because the peak position is also redshifted as a 
function of temperature.140 In Publication II, CdSe QDs with a peak maximum 
near 560 nm was used. These QDs show a peak shift of ca. 0.1 nm K–1.66 

Laurdan 
Laurdan molecule exhibits two energy states that are called a locally excited 
state and a charge transfer state. These two energy states are expressed as a 
function of the electric polarity in the proximity of the fluorophore.137, 139, 141 The 
polarity of the lipid-water interface depends on the phase order of the bilayer.137, 

139, 141-143 Thus, a phase order can be detected in the generalized polarization137 
 , (17) 

where  and  represent the emitted intensities of the locally excited laurdan 
molecule and the charge transfer state molecule, respectively.137-139 As the  
decreases monotonically, laurdan can be also used as a temperature probe. 

Measurement and Analysis 
A fluorescence spectrometer PerkingElmer LS5 was used to detect changes in 
the phase order (laurdan) and temperature (laurdan and QDs). The emission 
spectra of the samples were measured as a function of temperature (example in 
Fig. 12A; excitation at 365 nm). After the measurement, the peak at ca. 560 nm 
was baseline corrected (Fig. 12A inset), and the emission maximum  of the 
QDs was determined (example in Fig. 12B).  and  were determined at 430 
nm and 510 nm, respectively, and the  value of the given temperature was 
calculated with Eq. (17) (example in Fig. 12C).  

 
Figure 12. A) Emission spectra of liposomal DPPC-laurdan and CdSe QDs versus temperature. 
Inset is the baseline corrected QD response. The arrow points to the direction of the temperature 
raise from 25 °C to 70 °C. B) Peak maxima of the QD emissions as a function of temperature. C) 
Laurdan GP as a function of temperature. 

A 

B 

C 
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In the light triggering experiments, calibration curves (equal to Fig. 12B and Fig. 
12C) were used to determine the temperature versus time. 

4.2.3 Drug Release with Calcein 

Calcein emissions can be excited at 495 nm and measured at 515 nm. The drug 
release studies were thus performed separate to thermometry. 

Calcein is a self-quenching fluorophore. Its emission is quenched inside the 
liposomes due to high concentration. Once released, however, its intensity  in-
creases due to dilution. Therefore, the calcein release percentage is 

 , (18) 

where  and  are the intensities of the sample with 0% and 100% of calcein 
released.  was measured after the addition of 10 μl of 10% Triton X-100.48 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

Fluorescence Thermometry 
The sample volume influenced the magnitude of the measured photothermal 
temperature rises (Fig. 3 in Publication II). Thermometers thus rendered bulk 
effects rather than the local temperature rises. As an estimate, the GNR surface 
reached the temperature of 65 °C instantaneously under the irradiation of 3W, 
and the temperature was increased ca. 0.5 °C min–1 until the laser was switched 
off. In a water circulation (set to 37 °C), the mean temperature of the solution 
increased by 13 °C irrespective to the GNR concentration (0.5, 1, or 2 nM). 

With GNRs inside liposomes, a part of the energy goes to the phase transition 
of the lipid bilayer. Fig. 13A shows the  with illumination of 1 W and 3 W. 
With 3 W, the light power was enough to cause a phase transition, showing po-
tential towards drug release. The temperature rise (Fig. 13B) was around 12-13 
°C, reaching the final temperature of 50 °C. The size of the liposomes and the 
presence of QDs had no effect to the temperature rise. 

 
Figure 13. A) Laurdan GP as a function of temperature. The dots represent the  values during 
the illumination. B) The temperature during a 3 W irradiation of liposomes with GNRs. The solid 
line and the hollow dots represent the temperature of a system containing 400 nm liposomes, 
measured with QDs and laurdan, respectively. The filled circles are the temperatures of 100 nm 
liposome systems with QDs (gray) and without QDs (black), measured with laurdan. 

A B 
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The major obstacle of ICG is its poor photostability and water sensitivity. During 
the illumination, ICG decomposed and heating decreased rapidly. As discussed 
in Chapter 2.2.3, ICG goes to the triplet state and promotes radical reactions, 
decomposing the nearby ICG molecules. To increase the time of the photother-
mal effect, 100 mM of ascorbate was added to the buffer solution. This influ-
enced the calibration curves of laurdan and QDs (Fig. 14A), as the photodynamic 
effects impacted both, the ascorbate and ICG molecules. The calibration curves 
followed the same shape before and after the illumination, but a shift from the 
original  and  was observed. In any case, the temperature increase was 
of the same magnitude as detected with the GNRs (Fig. 14B). 

 
Figure 14. A) Laurdan calibration curves of ICG-embedded (40 μM) liposomes in buffer contain-
ing 100 mM ascorbate (black line) and without ascorbate (gray). The  values during the illumi-
nation are shown as red and purple dots. B) The temperature of the system during the photother-
mal heating, measured with laurdan (black dots with ascorbate and gray dots without ascorbate) 
and QDs (black line with ascorbate and gray line without ascorbate). 

From Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, it is clear that phase transitions took place in the lipid 
bilayers during the (3W) illumination with both photothermal agents. This ef-
fect occurred throughout the bulk, as measured with fluorescent thermometers. 
In an application, photothermal triggering causes the leakage of the contents 
locally, and the effect occurs almost instantaneously. The temperature incre-
ments measured in this publication were virtually same as the measurements 
with a thermocouple. Hence, these measurements do not count as nanother-
mometry, which might be possible with advanced microscopy techniques. 
Nonetheless, the magnitude of the local temperature rises should be prominent 
in the bulk when the time scales reach the time scales of this publication. Thus, 
it is likely that both photothermal agents heat up to ca. 65-70 °C instantaneously 
(as we have estimated for GNRs), and the contents can be released with much 
smaller doses. This is actually demonstrated in next chapters. 

Calcein Release 
Calcein was released by local heating. Therefore, only tenth of the photothermal 
material was used (i.e. 0.3 nM of GNRs or 3 mM of ICG). Fig. 15 shows the re-
lease percentages of calcein after the 1 W and 3 W irradiation. 

A B 
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Figure 15. Calcein release percentage of liposome samples containing 0.3 nM GNRs, and 3 mM 
ICG after the 5 min irradiation of 1 W or 3 W light. 

Fig. 15 shows that the 3 W irradiation, i.e. the light power sufficient to cause a 
phase transition in the lipid bilayer, was also able to release calcein from the 
liposomal cavity. 1 W did not cause this effect, although, ICG was decomposed 
(see Publication II) and somewhat enhanced release was observed. This may 
stem from the fact that ICG is embedded in the bilayer and a more imminent 
photothermal heating may take place. The release may also occur via other pho-
todynamic effects (see Fig. 5). 

4.4 Supplementary Results 
With GNRs, the temperature rise of the bulk against the water circulation was 
ca. 13 °C. Based on the theoretical work by Norton et al.126, the temperature can 
be predicted using the formulae of Appendix A and Eq. (6), which result to a rise 
of 13 °C at 808 nm (Fig. 16). This result uses parameters: 100 s,  cm, 
and  W cm–2 (3 W). The heat conversion efficiency is 95 %. 

 

Figure 16. The temperature rise vs. time and incident wavelength according to Eq. (6) for a sys-
tem of 0.5 nM GNRs with aspect ratio 4.1 in a water circulating bath set to 37 °C.  

The liposomal structure and the ICG concentration were not optimized in Pub-
lication II. It is likely that higher concentrations cause higher photodynamic 
perturbation and decomposition of ICG. Luckily, Fig. 17 shows that a very small 
amount of ICG suffices to release drug molecules. Calcein release in this case 
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was executed in DPPC:DSPC:LysoPC:DSPE-PEG(2000) 75:15:10:4 liposomes 
in phosphate buffered saline containing only 1 μM of ICG in the hydration step. 
Here, 1W had no effect whatsoever, whereas 2 W and 3 W illuminations were 
able to release ca. 40 % and 80 % of the contents, respectively. This result is in 
line with Lajunen et al.40, who showed that the optimum ICG:lipid fraction is 
close to 1:50, meaning 6 μM of ICG in the hydration solution.72  

 
Figure 17. Calcein release from DPPC:DSPC:LysoPC:DSPE-PEG(2000) 75:15:10:4 liposomes 
containing 1 μM of ICG with irradiation powers of 1, 2 and 3 W.  
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5. SPRIM: Encapsulation Efficiency of GNPs 

5.1 Background for Publication III 
The work for Publication III was conducted in years 2015 and 2016. The aim 
was to determine the number of liposomes (  ≤ 200 nm) with encapsulated gold 
nanoparticles using a new microscopy technique called the surface plasmon res-
onance imaging microscopy (SPRIM)ix. Here, the idea was to determine the en-
capsulation efficiency (EE) of the photothermal liposomes containing GNPs 
( ~10 nm or 40 nm) that was still undetermined from Publications I and II.  

In addition to EE, the aim of Publication III was to provide a new analysis 
method for the SPRIM images. This work was based on Halpern et al.144, whose 
image filtering method was adopted to this paper.  

The initial overview to plasmons was given in Chapter 2.2.2. In Publication 
III, the main concept is the microscopic plasmonic propagation. Before that, it 
may be justified to start with the “normal” SPR and SPRI first. 

5.2 General View on Surface Plasmon Resonance 
The implementation of this theory can be found in Appendix B (for Matlab). The 
Kretschmann configuration (Fig. 18A) is often used to excite plasmons in the 
metal-dielectricum interface. The Kretschmann configuration is essentially a 
four-phase system, containing a prism on a plasmonic metal on a dielectric ma-
terial lying on the phase of exterior. The transmission and reflection balance of 
this system is as depicted in Fig 18B. Here the boundary incidents are the 

 and the reflections are .x Naturally, the trans-
mission through the layers is , giving the fraction of the original in-
cident field that is passed to the exterior. Similarly, the reflection is , 
signifying the fraction that has returned. Reflections and transmissions can be 
calculated for each boundary alike. This is the simple beauty of the SPR system. 
It can be extended to multiple layers with a linear algebraic form145 

, (19) 

where  

, (20) 

with ,  and 

  (21) 

that we obtain from the Snell’s law (see footnote iii). The reflections can be also 
calculated by 

                                                           
ix“The surface plasmon resonance imaging microscopy” refers to a surface-scientific SPR where the incident 
and the detection angles are fixed (“SPR imaging”) but with a microscope objective that puts system into the 
total internal reflection condition. 
xSubscripts p and n denote the “positive” and “negative” directions respect to incident beam 
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 (p-polarized) 

 (s-polarized). 
(22) 

Now only the first incident angle , layer thicknesses  and , and refractive 
indeces , ,  and  are needed to describe the whole SPR phenomenon. 
This is, when the layer properties change, the reflectivity ( ) changes, and 
the SPR peak shifts. When e.g. liposomes with a refractive index  1.45 are 
adsorbed to the surface (gray line in Fig. 18C), the SPR peak shifts. A special 
measurement condition of SPR is the SPR imaging (SPRI). In this case, the an-
gle of incidence is fixed and the shifts in the SPR curve are only shown as an 
increase or decrease in the reflectivity. 

 
Figure 18. A) Kretschmann configuration for plasmonic generation. B) Schema of the transmis-
sion ( ) and reflection ( ) balance in four phase system. C) Simulated SPR curve with  = 10 
nm and  = 1.45 on  = 45 nm gold on glass (gray line). Black line is the initial SPR curve. 

5.3 Methods 

5.3.1 Preparation of the Samples 

A lipid film containing 90:3:7:0.5 DPPC:DSPE-PEG:DPPE-Biotin:DHPE-Fluo-
rescein was prepared as in Publication II. The film hydration was performed in 
a bath sonicator (60 °C) with addition of 750 μl phosphate buffered saline 
(pH7.4) containing GNPs (if any). The dispersion was then extruded 11 times 
through two sets of double-stacked polycarbonate membranes; first though 
membranes with 400 nm pores and then through 200 nm pore membranes. The 
stock solution was eluted through a Sephadex G-50 gel column to remove the 
excess GNPs. The concentration of the aliquot was determined based on the 
emission intensities of fluorescein. Final samples were diluted to ca. 20 pM. 

5.3.2 Surface Plasmon Resonance Imaging 

A prism-coupled SPRI with a microflow channel was used to compare different 
surface chemistries on gold (layer thickness ca. 50 nm). The surface was thio-
lated with SH-PEG, SH-MUAM, and SH-MUAM-PGlu-NHS-PEG4-Biotin (RBi-
otin). From these, the PEG surface did not bind liposomes while the MUAM and 

C 
A 
 
B 
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RBiotin-streptavidin surface immobilized them. Hence, these chemistries were 
chosen to SPRIM. 

5.3.3 Surface Plasmon Resonance Imaging Microscopy 

Measurement 
The operation principle of the SPRI microscope has been detailed by Halpern et 
al.144. The general idea is that the condition of the total internal reflection is ob-
tained through a microscope objective. Typically, the intensity of the reflected 
beam is set to an angle matching the displacement of 30 % of the reflectivity, 
where the intensity changes during the adsorption events are readily detectable 
due to the sharpness of the SPR peak.  

The SF10 glass slides were first coated with layers of ca. 1 nm chromium, ca. 
45 nm gold, and thiolated functional group (MUAM or RBiotin). An adhesive 
microscope well grid was attached on the glass surface, and the RBiotin glass 
slides were treated with streptavidin solution for 30 s. The glass slides were then 
moved to the SPRIM with the grid holes filled with buffer. The microscope 
(Olympus IX51) was focused, and the reflected images, constructed in Andor 
Neo sCMOS camera, were used to set the mean reflectivity to ca. 30% between 
the SPR angle (the angle of minimum reflectivity; see Fig. 18C) and the critical 
angle (i.e. the kink at ca. 41° in Fig. 18C). The adjusting was done with a gold-
coated knife-edge mirror located under the microscope objective. The lights 
were switched off and the buffer was replaced with the sample dispersion. 30 
11-bit images were accumulated to acquire one raw image every 3 s.  

Image Filtering and Particle Detection 
Pixel intensities  of the raw image at time  were used to calculate the raw 
difference image in position : 

. (23) 

Typical adsorption event appears as a clear intensity maximum accompanied 
with a few micrometers long fan-like propagation pattern with the orientation 
in the same general direction as the inherent plasmonic propagation obtained 
with the p-polarized light (Fig. 19A). A similar, but opposite pattern is obtained 
in the case of particle desorption or due to an adsorption event of a particle with 
lower refraction index than the host medium.144, 146 In many cases, the raw dif-
ference images are noisy. Some of this is unspecific noise but some part is caused 
by the inherent plasmonic propagation that is readily detectable in the images 
and can hide some of the adsorption events. One method to reduce this problem 
is to apply 2D Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) (Fig. 19B). In this case, the 
FFT image has a characteristic shape of a double sphere that emerges due to the 
critical resonance condition in the Fourier space ( ): 

 , (24) 

where  is the complex wave number. The image noise is then reduced by zero-
ing the area inside and outside of the double spheres (Fig. 19D) prior to an in-
verse Fourier transformation that returns the final FFT filtered image (Fig. 19C).  
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Figure 19. Fast Fourier filtering of an SPRI microscope image. Raw image showing liposomal 
adsorption events (A) is Fourier transformed (B). A mask that covers everything except the double 
sphere shape is applied (D), and the inverse FFT is calculated, showing the original adsorption 
events with reduced noise levels (C). The circle in the middle of the FFT images is a mask that 
makes the circles more detectable but has no influence in the filtration.  

Data Analyses 
To analyze the adsorption events of photothermal liposomes, we measured the 
average of the nine pixels surrounding each intensity maxima. These were used 
to build an empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) that was fitted 
with the well-known CDF equation 

  (25) 

or its log-normal alternative assuming that one or two particle types were pre-
sent in the system. In addition to intensity maxima, a phenomenological equa-
tion was derived: 

,  (26) 

where  is the field enhancement parameter and  is the intensity of the base-
line. This equation was obtained by solving the differential equation 

  (27) 

leading to 1D and 2D solutions 

A B  

C D 
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, and 

, , 

(28) 

where  and  are the source terms and  is the zeroth order Hankel func-
tion of second kind. The field enhancement , presented earlier, is the ratio of 
the effective source terms. Fitting Eq. (26) was applied to adsorption events and 
the fitting parameters  and  were used to build an ECDF that was further an-
alyzed. 

5.4 Results and Discussion 
Publication III showed that LUVs (  ≤ 200 nm) were easily observed in the 
SPRIM images on MUAM and streptavidin modified gold surfaces. The inten-
sity maxima at the binding site were used to detect differences in a set of parti-
cles. The most visible separation of liposomes and liposomes with gold nano-
particles of diameter 10 nm or 40 nm was detected in the intensity maxima 
ECDFxi as shown in Fig. 20. Here, one particle type fit was sufficient to explain 
the distribution of liposomes without gold nanoparticles, but two particle type 
fit was needed in the case of photothermal liposomes. In the case of 10 nm 
GNPs, the EE of liposomes were 23 %. With 40 nm GNPs, the fraction was 24 
%. This is in the limits of normal EE (i.e. 10-30 %)147. 

 
Figure 20. ECDF (black dots) of the measured intensity maxima on streptavidin (A) and MUAM 
(B) with the best CDF fit without GNPs (blue lines), with 10 nm (red lines) and 40 nm (yellow lines) 
GNPs, assuming one particle type (dashed lines) or two particle types (solid lines) in the liposome 
samples. 

In addition to EE detection, the DLS size distribution was showed to have a 
 relation with the intensity. This is in line with Halpern et al.144.  

Similar to Fig. 20, the fitting parameter   lead to the EE of ca. 26 % and 23 % 
for 10 nm and 40 nm GNPs, respectively (Fig. 21). The complex wave number 
also gave a similar result on MUAM (Fig. 5 in Publication III).  

 

                                                           
xi Intensity maximum value is the average of nine pixels surrounding the peak intensity of the adsorption pat-
tern. 
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Figure 21. ECDF (black dots) of the fitted intensity parameters  of the liposomes on streptavidin 
(A) and MUAM (B) with the best CDF fit without GNPs (blue lines), with 10 nm (red lines) and with 
40 nm (yellow lines) GNPs assuming one particle type (dashed lines) or two particle types (solid 
lines) in the liposome samples.  

A B 
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6. The Effects of PEGylation 

6.1 Background for Publication IV 
The work for Publication IV was conducted in years 2017 and 2018. The aim was 
to determine the impact of PEGylation to the relevant lipid drug carriersxii by 
using fluorescence spectroscopy, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), cryo-
TEM, small/wide-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS/WAXS) and molecular dynam-
ics simulations (MD simulations).  

One of the initial motivators of this work was the computational work by La-
junen et al.40. They had reported that, in addition to binding ICG, PEG may also 
enter the lipid bilayer due to its hydrophobic moieties. This claim was not di-
rectly corroborated in the results of Publication IV, but other effects were ob-
served. For instance, it was demonstrated that PEGylation causes an increase in 
the phase transition temperatures (also observed in Ref. 148). Due to the prep-
aration method and uneven PEGylation, this effect is manifested as a liposomal 
drug release temperature window, potent to e.g. photothermal drug release.  

PEGylation can also alter the shape of the particulates.149-152 Hence, this effect 
was examined as a potential drug release mechanism. As predicted by Ref. 4, 
the effect of the shape transformation from liposomes to bicelles was showed to 
result from segregation of lipids that were driven to match their spontaneous 
curvature.xiii As the curvature depends on the size of the lipid head, this effect 
could possibly be triggered with a suitable trigger-responsive polymer. How-
ever, this work counted just the fundamental effects: a separate study would be 
needed in order to demonstrate the drug release from a trigger-polymer system. 

Finally, Publication IV provided a rather pervasive viewpoint of the effects of 
PEGylation. Unfortunately, many of these were already known. New insight was 
nonetheless given by the MD simulations, for example, and a new method to 
measure the average shape of the lipid aggregates was put forward. The shape-
recognition was based on the emissions of laurdanC, a fluorophore similar to 
that used in Publication II (laurdan). With this fluorophore and cryo-TEM, the 
critical bicellation fraction was determined at ca. 9.6 mol%.  

6.2 Methods 

6.2.1 Preparation of the Samples 

LaurdanC samples were prepared according to Publication II with a change in 
buffer (here 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM HEPES in pH 7.4) and lipid composition. 
Otherwise, 20 μmol lipid films containing DPPC and 0, 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 or 24 mol% 
of DSPE-PEG(2000) were dried on a round flask. The dispersion was hydrated 
in a path sonicator (60 °C) with 2 ml of HEPES buffer. The dispersion was then 

                                                           
xii The importance of PEGylation has been established in Chapter 2.1.3. 
xiiiThe curvatures were briefly introduced in Chapter 2.1.1. 
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extruded 11 times through double-stacked polycarbonate membranes (pore 
sizes: 200 nm). Samples were not diluted or purified further in order to keep 
the integrity of the particulate sizes and shapes. 

6.2.2 Cryogenic Transmission Electron microscope 

A Cryo-TEM (FEI Tecnai T12) was used to determine the shape and the size of 
the PEGylated lipid systems (i.e. DPPC:DSPE-PEG(2000)). The samples were 
prepared as in Publication I, following Kuntsche et al.127 and Iancuet et al.128. 

The monomeric bicelle fraction was determined as  

 , (29) 

where  is the area-scaling factor 
   (30) 

a fraction of the mean liposome surface area versus the average area of bicelles. 

6.2.3 Phase Transition Temperatures with DSC and LaurdanC 

LaurdanC 
Carboxylated laurdan (laurdanC) was synthetized using the pathway described 
by Cheniour et al.153. Just like laurdan in Publication II, LaurdanC exhibits lo-
cally excited and charge transfer energy states. Hence, it provides the  value 
exactly like laurdan (see Chapter 4.2.2). 

Measurements 
A MicroCal VP-DSC calorimeter and a Perkin-Elmer LS5 fluorescence spectro-
scope with laurdanC were used to obtain the phase transition temperatures of 
the samples. The DSC measurement was conducted between 10 °C and 60 °C. 
The heating and cooling rates were 1 °C min−1 and 0.5 °C min−1, respectively. 
The laurdanC spectra were measured after 3 min in each temperature from 25 
°C to 70 °C, with temperature intervals of 0.5 °C between 34 °C and 45 °C (and 
1-5 °C elsewhere). The lipid order was determined from  (Eq. (17)), and its 
derivative  was determined to portray the data like the DSC results. 

Thermographic Analysis 
The DSC and  peaks were deconvoluted by fitting the data with multiple 
Voigt profiles (i.e. the convolution of Gaussian distribution and Cauchy-Lorentz 
distribution) concurrently. Usually, the DSC data contained 3 Voigt profiles, but 
e.g. sample PEG9xiv contained 5 distributions in the upward scan and 4 distri-
butions in the downward scan. The peaks were labelled in the order of their po-
sition and compared with the like measurement (e.g. downward scan of PEG9 
with the other downward scans).  peaks were counted as “liposomal” or 
“bicellar”, and the fraction of bicelles  was calculated. 

6.2.4 Shape Recognition with LaurdanC 

The polarity, measured by LaurdanC,139 is related to the surface area of the lipid-
water boundary.154 If LaurdanC is mixed evenly, it should render the cryo-TEM 

                                                           
xiv From here on, the number after “PEG” indicates its mol% in the formulation. 
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results. Yet,  as  and a discontinuity was observed at 
9.6 mol%. Thus, it was assumed that laurdanC is mixed evenly into the bilayers 
of liposomes, but only the face region was resided in bicelles: 

 , (31) 

where  and  are the surface areas of flat and curved surfaces, and  is 
the aspect ratio. 

6.2.5 Small/Wide-Angle X-ray Scattering 

Measurement 
A SAXSLab Ganesha 300XL instrument was used to determine the particulate 
shapes and sizes, as well as, the structural properties of the bilayer in 25 °C, 41 
°C, and 50 °C. The scattering intensity  was calculated by radial averaging 
for the scattering vector region  nm−1. 

Analysis 
The implementation of this theory can be found in Appendix C (for Matlab). The 
total scattering cross-sections is a sum of the liposome and bicelle: 

 , (32) 
where the fraction of bicelles .  

The PEG-covered particle has the total scattering cross-section155, 156 
 , (33) 

where  is the number density;  is the self-correlation term of the lipid core;xv 
   (34) 

is the self-correlation term of the PEG chain;157, 158  is the number of polymer 
chains on a single particle; and  and  are the cross-correlation terms of the 
core-chain and the chain-chain interactions. 

The core-shell structures (i.e. ) of liposomes and bicelles are constructed 
from their component layers.xvi This is presented in Scheme 1.  

 
Scheme 1. A: The core-shell structure of a liposome. On the left, the full representation; on the 
right, its divisions into component layers. B and C are two cylindrical core-shell structures with 
three layers (1, core; 2, face; and 3, rim). D represent a bicelle. 

                                                           
xv  is the scattering length density contrast,  is the volume of PEG molecule, and  is the 
radius of gyration 
xvi Each component layer contains , where  is the volume of the component layer and  is the 
form factor amplitude. 
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The factor  in Scheme 1 depends on particle geometry k. As the pol-
ydispersity is relatively high in lipid dispersions, equations in Scheme 1 were 
replaced with 

 ,   (35) 

where  is the Gaussian weight 

coefficient with the polydispersity index , the radius of the first component 
layer , and the deflection length . Similarly, the 
cross-correlation terms in Eq. (33) are 

 , (36) 

where  is the formfactor amplitude of an infinitely thin shell.156 For a lipo-
some with a PEG fraction  on its outer leaflet,  

 

. (37) 

The equivalent formulations for a bicelle are159, 160 
 

. (38) 

6.2.6 Computational Methods 

MD simulations of DPPC:DSPE-PEG(2000) systems were performed to support 
the experimental observations. The MD runs were performed in the NVT en-
semble with the total duration of 0.5 μs. A DRY-MARTINI model161 with the 3-
to-1 CG mapping for PEG (following Refs. 162 and 163) and the 4-to-1 CG map-
ping for lipids was used. The DSPE-PEG model was constructed based of Refs. 
164 and 165. 

Four different molecular compositions were studied with the total number of 
10500 lipids and their Na+ counter-ions. These were 1) PEG0, 2) PEG2.2, 3) 
PEG10.5, and 4) PEG50 (see footnote xiv). PEG50 was simulated in a 
100×100×100 nm3 simulation box. A simulation box of 50×50×50 nm3 was 
used otherwise. To assess the lipid segregation and bicelle thickness, 1050 lipids 
were also self-assembled in a 30×30×30 nm3 simulation box to produce single 
bicelles. 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

6.3.1 Phase Transition 

One of the most prominent effects of the PEGylation was the shift in the phase 
transition temperatures (Fig. 22). The rise in the phase transition temperature 
stems from the decrease in the overall lateral pressure as the fraction of DSPE-
PEG increases.166, 167 In addition to increments in phase transition temperature, 
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broad phase transition peaks below 41 °C are obtained in the liposomal samples. 
This is caused by the existence of liposomes smaller than 80 nm in diameter.168 

 
Figure 22. Change in heat capacity versus temperature in DSC scanned in A) upward (1 °C 
min−1) and B) downwards (0.5 °C min−1). 

The total number subgroups in the main phase transitions was ten for both DSC 
scan directions. Between the upward scan (Fig. 22A) and the downward scan 
(Fig. 22B), the phase transition temperatures are shifted because of the differ-
ences in the kinetics of freezing and melting. Thus, the “liquidus” and the “soli-
dus” are separated (Fig. 23A). In principle, this gap is the drug release window. 
Hence, this type of system could be used for partial drug release applications. 
The peak emerging near 45°C represents bicelles.148 This information was also 
used to determine the bicelle fraction of the laurdanC data (Fig. 23B).  

 
Figure 23. A) Phase transition temperatures of Fig. 22. B) The deconvolution of . 
The red and blue fits count as bicellar and liposomal, respectively. 

The WAXS measurements (see Fig. 4A in Publication IV) showed no major dif-
ference between the PEG samples. The lipid bilayers are in the gel phase at 25 
°C,169 in the ripple phase at 41 °C, and in the fluid phase at 50 °C. 

A   B 

A   B 
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6.3.2 Shape Transformation 

Fig. 24A is a typical cryo-TEM image of the PEG3 sample. As expected from 
DSC, only liposomal particles (Fig. 24B) were observed, whereas bicellar parti-
cles with the face orientation (Fig. 24C) and the edge orientation (Fig. 24D) (as 
in Refs. 149-152) are found in the PEG24 sample (Fig. 24E). The fraction of bi-
celles in Fig. 24F shows a rapid increase after PEG9.  

The shape transformation was also verified with MD simulations. Fig. 24G 
shows that liposomes are formed in PEG2.2 system. PEG10.5 system composed 
of bicelles (Fig. 24H), whereas PEG50 system produced slightly elongated mi-
celles (Fig. 24I). 

 
Figure 24. Cryo-TEM image of A) PEG3 sample containing B) liposomes, while C) bicellar faces, 
and D) bicellar edges are found in E) PEG24 sample. The scale bar is 200 nm. The fractions of 
bicelles in cryo-TEM samples is shown in F. Snapshots of G) PEG2.2, G) PEG10.5, and I) PEG50 
were taken from the MD simulations after 0.5 μs. 

6.3.3 Small-Angle X-ray Scattering 

The SAXS patterns are presented in Fig. 25A with their respective fits (gray 
lines). The particle shape and radius (Fig. 25B) matched well with the cryo-TEM 
results (black line). In addition, it was showed that the bilayer thickness was 
increased when the liposome-to-bicelle transformation took place (Fig. 25C), 
and that the PEG-lipids were shifted towards the bicelle edge (inset in Fig. 25B).   

A D E 

Bicelle face 

C B 

F 

G H I 

Liposome Bicelle edge 
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Figure 25. A) SAXS measurements (black dots) and their fits (gray lines) for PEG3, PEG6, 
PEG12, PEG15, and PEG24 samples (  –2, –1, 0, 1, and 2, respectively). Fit parameters for 
liposomes (dots) and bicelles (crosses): B) radius (the line is the cryo-TEM average) and C) bi-
layer thickness. 

The intermediate  range (  0.1…2 nm–1 in Fig. 25A) signifies the response of 
a particle shape and size. The SAXS fits were accurate in this range. Thus, the 
deviations in PEG3 and PEG6 fits in  nm–1 are not significant, and the 
presence of spherical and discoid structures were consolidated with SAXS.  

In the high  range, the fits deviate from the measurements. This is due to the 
lack of a background parameter in the model, not included for the sake of sim-
plicity. This makes the fits decay faster than the experimental data. However, 
the fits capture the form factor oscillations, proving that the thicknesses in Fig. 
25C are in the correct size range. 

6.3.4 Shape-Recognition with LaurdanC 

Based on cryo-TEM alone, the bicellation took place between PEG fractions 9 
and 12 mol%. According to the LaurdanC measurements, this transition is quite 
sharp. The comparison of  and  shows a discontinuity at 

 (Fig. 26A). This is the critical bicellation fraction (CBF).  
LaurdanC was also utilized to determine the aspect ratios of the particles. The 

aspect ratio can be directly calculated from Eq. (31). In Fig. 26B, the aspect ra-
tios from cryo-TEM correlate superbly with the laurdanC data. This data thus 
confirms the shape and the size of the aggregates, as the radius of the flat surface 
is . With , this radius goes to  nm at the 
complete bicellation. This is equivalent with a disc of radius  nm 
in cryo-TEM. 

A            B 
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Figure 26. A)  vs. : the dotted lines mark the fraction where the discontinuity occurs 
between  and . This is the CBF. B) Aspect ratio  vs. .  values are obtained 
from the measured  by using the Eq. (31).  

Another way to view bicellation is through the curvature energies that were in-
troduced in Chapter 2.1.1. The shape of a lipid particulate comes from the con-
dition of minimum curvature energy or surface stress8, 9 

 . (39) 

Together with the surface tension , the difference  is minimized 
throughout the bilayer resulting to a minimum energy shape. One can therefore 
obtain a prediction for the shape-transformation (see e.g. Ref. 170).  

If the spontaneous total curvature of the mixture  follows a simple addi-
tivity with a constant surface tension, the transition from liposomes to bicelles 
occurs at the concentration in which the lipid mixture can produce bicelle edges. 
This is the case when the spontaneous total curvature171,   

   (40) 

matches with the curvature of the bicelle edge ( ). For 
, the minimum of Eq. (39) is directly at CBF, . The next tran-

sition of elongated micelles can occur at ca. 34 mol% ( ). However, 
this transition is not clearly defined, because the lipids in bicelles are segregated, 
unlike in liposomes. Finally, the system produces spherical micelles at ca. 84 
mol% ( ). This is in perfect agreement with Ashok et al.10, who re-
port 85 mol% at the final transition point, although their lipids, Egg PC, slightly 
differ from DPPC. 

  

                                                           
xvii  nm−1,171 and  nm−1.172 
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7. Conclusions 

This compendium started by describing the key features of the liposomal drug 
delivery systems (DDSs) and the photothermal agents used therein to provide 
the reader with a fundamental understanding of the field of photothermal lipo-
somal DDSs. This thesis sums up four featured articles, Publications I-IV, that 
cover a small portion of the whole topic.  

The broad objectives of this work are the physicochemical aspects in liposomal 
DDSs with photothermal agents and the mechanisms of the light triggered con-
tents release, in addition to some novel characterization methods. The main ef-
fect is the photothermal heating and the phase transition in the lipid bilayer, 
studied in Publications I, II and IV.  

In Publication I, the effects of photothermal heating of spherical gold nano-
particles (GNPs) were studied with QCM. The method showed a significant in-
crease in the relaxation time and thickness of the layer (of adsorbed liposomes) 
with encapsulated GNPs when compared with control samples. Thus, a clear 
proof-of-concept of the functionality of the light-to-heat conversive lipid sys-
tems was obtained. Unfortunately, the QCM data was not able to provide more 
information of the actions taking place during the illumination, although the 
temperature rise was later obtained via thermocouple measurement (see Fig. 
10).  

In Publication II, the heating effect was triggered with gold nanorods (GNRs) 
and indocyanine green (ICG); a novel candidate to act as a photothermal agent 
in liposomes. The drug release is connected with the phase transition of the lipid 
bilayer. Publication II provided a method to detect this phase transition while 
measuring the temperature of the system with two fluorescent thermometers: 
laurdan and CdSe quantum dots. The temperature of the GNR surface reached 
temperatures of ca. 65 °C, causing a phase transition in the lipid bilayer with 
luminous power of 3 W. Same effect was detected with ICG (3W), releasing the 
contents via a photothermal effect. The method described in Publication II can 
be used to determine the luminous power and concentration of the photother-
mal agent needed to release the contents. For example, ICG concentrations as 
low as 1 μM can be used with light power of 3 W, as shown in Fig. 17. 

In addition to photothermal effects and phase transitions, portrayed in Publi-
cations I, II and IV, a novel method to characterize liposomal carriers was in-
troduced in Publication III. The drug-bearing liposomes must be limited to a 
certain size range, because many target cells sieve larger particulates out off the 
circulation (discussed in Chapter 2.1). The nanosized liposomes can be hard to 
detect due to their low contrast to the many baselines of different techniques. 
Especially the real-time detection with very low concentrations can be difficult. 
This is possible, however, with the SPRI microscopy technique. The SPRI mi-
croscope was successfully used to detect the adsorbing liposomes of the size 
range below 200 nm. In addition, the number of GNP-encapsulated liposomes 
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were determined based on the intensity and the diffraction pattern fitting with 
a novel analysis method. The SPRI microscopy is a promising technique that 
can be used to detect soft nanoparticulates in room temperature, in real time, 
and with no additional probes. 

Throughout this thesis, we have emphasized the importance of the phase tran-
sition mechanisms as the enabling factor for drug release. For the future DDSs, 
it is thus important to understand the basic physical phenomena taking place 
on the drug-protecting boundary. A simple addition of a second component to 
a single component lipid bilayer can alter the drug release properties. This was 
shown in Publication IV, where the DPPC lipids were coupled with PEGylated 
DSPE-PEG(2000) lipids. The effects of PEGylation and other lipid functionali-
zations could be used to develop smarter DDSs by utilizing the extended drug 
release window and by triggering the shape transitions via polymer moieties on 
the bilayer. Publication IV also introduced a new method to detect shape trans-
formations in the lipid systems. This was done with laurdanC using a regular 
fluorescence spectrometer.  

This thesis provides a pervasive viewpoint of the physicochemical effects tak-
ing place in the photothermal lipid systems and encompasses some research 
tools that can be used to approach topics related to liposomes and similar nano-
materials in the future. We have dealt with the phase transition mechanisms in 
the lipid bilayer and connected them with drug release. We have obtained infor-
mation of the encapsulated material inside the liposomes with novel ap-
proaches. We have also studied the effects of small changes in the lipid compo-
sition that can have a grand effect in the functionality of the lipid carrier that 
may be taken into account in the design of future drug delivery systems. Perhaps 
these DDSs will include lipid-polymer aggregates that could be triggered to 
change their shape via shifts in the spontaneous curvature, enhancing their 
chances of reaching a specific target, or maybe they bear more than one trigger-
ing mechanisms. One of the most interesting example of the present is to com-
bine pH-sensitive and temperature-sensitive lipids together, and thus weaken 
the bilayer in the cytosol prior to the photothermal release.  

The possibilities of lipid formulations are almost limitless. PEGylation is one 
of the standard practices at the moment, but for instance, hyaluronic acid tar-
gets the PEG moieties in blood, and prolongs the drug circulation times in the 
same way with less effect from the accelerated blood clearance phenomenon. 
Targeting ligands set another topic of research with both physicochemical and 
pharmaceutical interest. In order to understand how these formulations work, 
it is important to develop more sensitive detection and characterization meth-
ods, such as the advanced SPR methods, that account to the adsorption events 
of the particulates on a functional surfaces. The work towards the new DDSs is 
multidisciplinary. ICG is a promising photothermal agent because it is nontoxic 
and has already acquired an FDA status thanks to the research conducted in the 
field of pharmacy and clinical imaging. As a final remark of this thesis, I hope 
that my research has illuminated the concepts of liposomal DDSs and provided 
information that can be used in the development of new methods and DDSs in 
the future. I thank you for your interest to my work.  
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Appendix A: Optical Properties of Plas-
monic Nanoparticles 

Lorentz Model 
In the classical treatise of surface plasmons, usually referred as the Lorentz model, the 
plasmonic oscillation is influenced by three forces:  

 
 Hooke's law , 
 Newton's s second law , and 
 The damping force . 

(A1) 

Here,  is the spring constant of an oscillator,  is the mass of an electron,  is the 
damping constant, and , , and  are the displacement, velocity, and acceleration of 
the charge. These forces combine as the driving force 

 , (A2) 

where . Since the electric polarization is also  (  is the number of 
charges), we can write 

 , (A3) 
where  is the plasma frequency. With sinusoidal field terms 

 and , (A4) 
the polarization gets a familiar form 

 . (A5) 

Here,  is the electric susceptibility that can be also expressed with the relative permit-
tivity  as 

 . (A6) 

In the case of a conductor, such as gold,  and we obtain so-called Drude solution. 

Excitation of Nanoparticles 

When the diameter of a particle ( ) is smaller than the wavelength of light , the colli-
sion frequency is reduced:87-90 

 . (A7) 
Here,  is a geometrical factor, usually close to unity, and  is the Fermi velocity (

  m/s). This can be taken into account by correcting the relative permittivity of the 
bulk as follows:90 

 . (A8) 

Here, the relative permittivity is usually given relative to solvent ( ). 
The geometry of the particle plays a role as well. The internal field inside the nanopar-
ticle is of the form173 

 , (A9) 

where  is the applied field and  is the depolarization field,  is the diagonal depo-

larization matrix and  is the polarization of the th dipole, with  as the average depo-
larization matrix. If we now combine Eq. (A9) with the polarization of the nanoparticle 
in an isotropic host medium ( ), we obtain 

 , (A10) 
which gives us the permittivity matrix of the particle 

 . (A11) 
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In terms of optical properties, the excitation coefficient of the system, containing aver-
agely oriented small particles, is given by summing the imaginary parts of the permit-
tivity values together88 

 . (A12) 

In the case of gold nanosphere, the depolarization factor is , following the rule 

 , (A13) 
and the dielectric constant is 

 
  

. 
(A14) 

Combining this result with the Eq. (A12) gives us the excitation coefficient 

 . (A15) 

Similarly, nanorods can be regarded as elliptic particles that follow prolate (
) geometry. The depolarization in the x axis is given by 

 
where .  

(A16) 

The shorter axis depolarization is given by Eq. (A13), and 

 . (A17) 

Or in the other words, 

 , (A18) 

which is the well-known Mie-Gans result for a spherical particle.   
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Appendix B: SPR modelling in Matlab 

This function was written by Lauri Viitala in USA during 11/2015-12/2015. The matlab 
code is based on Mathematica script in Aaron Halpern's dissertation. The theoretical 
basis is defined in Ghatak and Thyagarajan145, and discussed in Chapter 5.2. Fig. 18C is 
one of the outputs of this function.xviii 

function main() 
close all; clear all; clc 
im = sqrt(-1); 
% initial refractive indeces 
n10 = 1.515; 
n20 = 0.1726 - 3.422*im; 
n30 = 1.45; 
n40 = 1; 
% initial thicknesses [m] 
d20 = 45*1e-9; 
d30 = 1.8*1e-9; 
d40 = 1*1e-9; 
% initial wavelength [m] 
lambda0 = 632.8*1e-9;  
% initial limit of incident angles [degrees] 
theta0 = [35 55]; 
 
h_info_text = uicontrol('Fontsize’,12.0,'Position’,[0 300 500 90],'Style','text','String',{'This function is based on a mathematica code that can be found in the attachments of Aaron 
Halpern´s dissertation. The original calculations are from Ghatak, A.K.; Thyagarajan, K.; Optical Electronics; Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, 1989.'}); 
h_n1_text = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[0 270 125 30],'Style','text','String',{'n1 (prism)'}); 
h_n1 = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[0 240 125 30],'Style','edit','String',num2str(n10),'Callback',@changes); 
h_n2_text = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [125 270 125 30], 'Style', 'text', 'String', {'n2 (gold)'}); 
h_n2 = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[125 240 125 30],'Style','edit','String',num2str(n20),'Callback',@changes); 
h_n3_text = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[250 270 125 30],'Style','text','String',{'n3 (film)'}); 
h_n3 = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[250 240 125 30],'Style','edit','String',num2str(n30),'Callback',@changes); 
h_n4_text = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[375 270 125 30],'Style','text','String', {'n4 (water)'}); 
h_n4 = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[375 240 125 30],'Style','edit','String',num2str(n40),'Callback',@changes); 
h_n5_text = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[500 270 125 30],'Style','text','String',{'n5 (exteria)'}); 
h_n5_text2 = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[500 240 125 30],'Style','text','String',{'1'}); 
h_d2_text = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[125 210 125 30],'Style','text','String',{'d2'}); 
h_d2 = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[125 180 125 30],'Style','edit','String',num2str(d20),'Callback',@changes); 
h_d3_text = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[250 210 125 30],'Style','text','String',{'d3'}); 
h_d3 = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[250 180 125 30],'Style','edit','String',num2str(d30),'Callback',@changes); 
h_d4_text = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[375 210 125 30],'Style','text','String',{'d4'}); 
h_d4 = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[375 180 125 30],'Style','edit','String',num2str(d40),'Callback',@changes); 
h_lambda_text = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[125 120 125 30],'Style','text','String',{'lambda'}); 
h_lambda = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[125 90 125 30],'Style','edit','String',num2str(lambda0),'Callback',@changes); 
h_theta_text = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[250 120 125 30],'Style','text','String',{'theta'}); 
h_theta = uicontrol('Fontsize',12.0,'Position',[250 90 125 30],'Style','edit','String',num2str(theta0),'Callback',@changes); 
     
function draw(n,d,lambda,theta) 
        np = [n(1:2) 1 1]; % pure sensor 
        kw = 2*pi()/lambda.*n(1:3); % wavevec 
        kwp = 2*pi()/lambda.*np(1:3); % wavevec for pure sensor 
        for k = 1:length(theta); 
            % sensor with a film 
            p = n(1)./n; 
            cos2 = (sqrt(1-(p*sin(theta(k))).^2)); 
            cos2 = cos2 - 2*(imag(cos2)>0).*cos2;% imag(cos2) < 0 due to n = n - k*i formalism! 
            % pure sensor 
            pp = n(1)./np; 
            cos2p = (sqrt(1-(pp*sin(theta(k))).^2)); 
            cos2p = cos2p - 2*(imag(cos2p)>0).*cos2p;% imag(cos2) < 0 due to n = n - k*i formalism! 
            rp = [];rs=[]; 
            for j = 1:3 
                % sensor with a film 
                rp(j) = (n(j)*cos2(j+1)-n(j+1)*cos2(j))./(n(j)*cos2(j+1)+n(j+1)*cos2(j)); 
                rs(j) = (n(j)*cos2(j)-n(j+1)*cos2(j+1))./(n(j)*cos2(j)+n(j+1)*cos2(j+1)); 
                % pure sensor 
                rpp(j) = (np(j)*cos2p(j+1)-np(j+1)*cos2p(j))./(np(j)*cos2p(j+1)+np(j+1)*cos2p(j)); 
                rsp(j) = (np(j)*cos2p(j)-np(j+1)*cos2p(j+1))./(np(j)*cos2p(j)+np(j+1)*cos2p(j+1)); 
            end 
            % sensor with a film 
            a2 = exp(2*im*(cos2(2)*d(1)*kw(2))); 
            b2 = exp(2*im*(cos2(3)*d(2)*kw(3))); 
            fp = ((a2*b2*rp(1)+b2*rp(2)+rp(3)+a2*rp(1)*rp(2)*rp(3))/(a2*b2+b2*rp(1)*rp(2)+rp(1)*rp(3)+a2*rp(2)*rp(3))); 
            fs = ((a2*b2*rs(1)+b2*rs(2)+rs(3)+a2*rs(1)*rs(2)*rs(3))/(a2*b2+b2*rs(1)*rs(2)+rs(1)*rs(3)+a2*rs(2)*rs(3))); 
            Ref4(k,:) = [abs(fp^2) abs(fs^2)]; 
            Phase4(k,:) = [2*atan(imag(fp)/(sqrt(imag(fp)^2+real(fp)^2)+real(fp))) 2*atan(imag(fp)/(sqrt(imag(fp)^2+real(fp)^2)+real(fp)))];% Arg(fp) 
            Phase4(k,:) = Phase4(k,:) + (Phase4(k,:)<2)*2*pi();% 2pi phase jump 
            % pure sensor 
            a2 = exp(2*im*(cos2p(2)*d(1)*kwp(2))); 
            b2 = exp(2*im*(cos2p(3)*d(2)*kwp(3))); 
            fp = ((a2*b2*rpp(1)+b2*rpp(2)+rpp(3)+a2*rpp(1)*rpp(2)*rpp(3))/(a2*b2+b2*rpp(1)*rpp(2)+rpp(1)*rpp(3)+a2*rpp(2)*rpp(3)));  
            fs = ((a2*b2*rsp(1)+b2*rsp(2)+rsp(3)+a2*rsp(1)*rsp(2)*rsp(3))/(a2*b2+b2*rsp(1)*rsp(2)+rsp(1)*rsp(3)+a2*rsp(2)*rsp(3))); 
            Ref4p(k,:) = [abs(fp^2) abs(fs^2)]; 
            Phase4p(k,:) = [2*atan(imag(fp)/(sqrt(imag(fp)^2+real(fp)^2)+real(fp))) 2*atan(imag(fp)/(sqrt(imag(fp)^2+real(fp)^2)+real(fp)))];% Arg(fp) 
            Phase4p(k,:) = Phase4p(k,:) + (Phase4p(k,:)<2)*2*pi();% 2pi phase jump 
            dR(k,:) = abs(Ref4(k,:) - Ref4p(k,:)); % deltaR shift 
            dphi(k,:) = abs(Phase4(k,:)-Phase4p(k,:)); % phase shift deltaphi 
        end 
        figure(2) % Plot refractions and refraction separation deltaR 
        [ax,p1,p2] = plotyy([theta'*180/pi() theta'*180/pi()],[Ref4(:,1) Ref4p(:,1)],theta'*180/pi(),dR(:,1)); 
        xlim([theta(1)*180/pi() theta(end)*180/pi()]) 
        lim2 = [floor(min(dR(:,1))) ceil(10*max(dR(:,1)))/10]; 
        xlabel('Angle','FontSize',30) 
        ylabel(ax(1),'Reflectivety','FontSize',30) % left y-axis 
        ylabel(ax(2),'\DeltaR','FontSize',30,'Color','k') % right y-axis 
        set(ax(1),'FontSize',24,'PlotBoxAspectRatio',[1 1 1],'ylim',[0 1],'ytick',0:0.1:1) 
        set(ax(2),'ycolor','k','FontSize',24,'PlotBoxAspectRatio',[1 1 1],'ylim',lim2,'ytick',lim2(1):(lim2(2)-lim2(1))/(2*ceil(10*max(dR(:,1)))/10):lim2(2)) 
        p1(1).LineStyle = '-';   p1(2).LineStyle = '-';   p2.LineStyle = '--'; 
        p1(1).LineWidth = 2;     p1(2).LineWidth = 2; 
        p2.LineWidth = 2;        p2.Color = 'black'; 
        figure(3) % Plot phase and phase separation deltaphi 
        [AX,P1,P2] = plotyy([theta'*180/pi() theta'*180/pi()],[Phase4(:,1) Phase4p(:,1)],theta'*180/pi(),dphi(:,1)); 
        xlim([theta(1)*180/pi() theta(end)*180/pi()]) 
        LIM1 = [floor(min(Phase4(:,1))) ceil(max(Phase4(:,1)))]; 
        LIM2 = [floor(min(dphi(:,1))) ceil(max(dphi(:,1)))]; 
        xlabel('Angle','FontSize',30) 
        ylabel(AX(1),'Phase','FontSize',30) % left y-axis 
        ylabel(AX(2),'\Delta\phi','FontSize',30,'Color','k') % right y-axis 
        set(AX(1),'FontSize',24,'PlotBoxAspectRatio',[1 1 1],'ylim',LIM1,'ytick',LIM1(1):LIM1(2)) 
        set(AX(2),'ycolor','k','FontSize',24,'PlotBoxAspectRatio',[1 1 1],'ylim',LIM2,'ytick',LIM2(1):(LIM2(2)-LIM2(1))/(2*ceil(max(dphi(:,1)))):LIM2(2)) 
        P1(1).LineStyle = '-';   P1(2).LineStyle = '-';   P2.LineStyle = '--'; 
        P1(1).LineWidth = 2;     P1(2).LineWidth = 2; 
        P2.LineWidth = 2;        P2.Color = 'k'; 
    end 
    function changes (hObject, eventdata) 
        if ( hObject == h_n1 ) 
            str = get( hObject, 'String' ); set ( h_n1, 'String', str ); 
        elseif ( hObject == h_n2 ) 
            str = get( hObject, 'String' ); set ( h_n2, 'String', str ); 
        elseif ( hObject == h_n3 ) 
            str = get( hObject, 'String' ); set ( h_n3, 'String', str ); 
        elseif ( hObject == h_n4 ) 
            str = get( hObject, 'String' ); set ( h_n4, 'String', str ); 
        elseif ( hObject == h_d2 ) 
            str = get( hObject, 'String' ); set ( h_d2, 'String', str ); 
        elseif ( hObject == h_d3 ) 
            str = get( hObject, 'String' ); set ( h_d3, 'String', str ); 
        elseif ( hObject == h_lambda ) 
            str = get( hObject, 'String' ); set ( h_lambda, 'String', str ); 
        elseif ( hObject == h_theta ) 
            str = get( hObject, 'String' ); set ( h_theta, 'String', str ); 
        end 
        n1      = str2num(get ( h_n1, 'String' )); 
        n2      = str2num(get ( h_n2, 'String' )); 
        n3      = str2num(get ( h_n3, 'String' )); 
        n4      = str2num(get ( h_n4, 'String' )); 
        d2      = str2num(get ( h_d2, 'String' )); 
        d3      = str2num(get ( h_d3, 'String' )); 
        lambda  = str2num(get ( h_lambda, 'String' )); 
        theta  = str2num(get ( h_theta, 'String' )); 
        theta = (theta(1):0.01:theta(2))*pi()/180; 
        n = [n1 n2 n3 n4];        d = [d2 d3]; 
        draw(n,d,lambda,theta) 
    end 
end 
Published with MATLAB® R2017b 

  

                                                           
xviii This code is provided mainly for the readers of the electric version. Hence the small font in the code. 
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Appendix C: Bicelle-Liposome SAXS 
model 

This function was written by Lauri Vii-
tala in Finland in 9/2018. The Matlab 
code is based on the theory presented 
in Publication IV. This implementa-
tion provides a user interface (Fig. C1) 
that is used to fit SAXS data of systems 
containing liposomes and/or bicelles. 
It was used in Publication IV to fit 
DPPC:DSPE-PEG(2000) systems.xix 
 
Figure C1. The user interface. 

function main() 
close all;clear all;clc;set(0,'defaultUicontrolFontName','Georgia','defaultAxesFontName','Georgia','defaultTextFontName','Georgia'); 
global parameters_st data_st fig p filename data D K backgr 
% external parameters 
I0 = 0;% constant that is subtracted from the measured data 
c = 10/1000;% concetration 
fig = 0;parameters_st = [];data_st = []; 
ind = 1;% index of the plot in a data file (default: 1) 
D = ones(24,1);% keeps tract on which parameters are in use. Note: the lenght is 24, but only 22 are used in this code. 
[file,ruta] = uigetfile({'*.fig'},'Select a TEM image','Multiselect','on'); %Selecting an image 
rut = cd(ruta);filename = 'fit_parameters.mat'; 
if(iscell(file)==0);C{:}=cell2mat(num2cell(file));file = C;end;p  = length(file); 
%general 
h_next          = uicontrol('Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [0 330 100 60],  'Style', 'pushbutton', 'String', 'Next sample', 'Callback', @next); 
h_fitter        = uicontrol('Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [100 330 100 60],'Style', 'pushbutton', 'String', ' Fit ', 'Callback', @fitter); 
h_xpeg_text     = uicontrol('Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [0 300 100 30],  'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w','String','<HTML><i>x</i><sub>PEG', 'Callback', @xpegt); 
h_xpeg          = uicontrol('Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [100 300 80 30],'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(0.12), 'Callback', @xpeg ); 
h_xbic_text     = uicontrol('Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [0 270 100 30],  'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>x</i><sub>bicelles', 'Callback', @xbict); 
h_xbicelles     = uicontrol('Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [100 270 80 30],'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(0.61), 'Callback', @xbicelles ); 
h_sol_text      = uicontrol('Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [0 240 100 30],  'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>&rho</i><sub>0</sub> [10<sup>-
6</sup>Å<sup>-2</sup>]', 'Callback', @solt); 
h_solvent       = uicontrol('Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [100 240 80 30],'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(9.47), 'Callback', @solvent ); 
h_PDI_text      = uicontrol('Fontsize', 14.0, 'Position', [0 210 100 30],  'Style', 'text', 'String', 'PDI'); 
h_PDI           = uicontrol('Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [100 210 80 30],'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(0.25), 'Callback', @pdi ); 
h_fit_text      = uicontrol('Fontsize', 14.0, 'Position', [0 135 100 60],  'Style', 'text', 'String', 'Fit region'); 
h_fregion1      = uicontrol('Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [100 180 80 30],'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(0), 'Callback', @fregion1 ); 
h_fregion2      = uicontrol('Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [100 150 80 30],'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(1), 'Callback', @fregion2 ); 
% bicelle 
uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 14.0, 'Position', [200 330 200 30], 'Style', 'text', 'String', 'Core Shell Bicelle'); 
h_dcore_text    = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [200 300 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>d</i><sub>core', 'Callback', @dcoret); 
h_dcore         = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [300 300 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(34.2), 'Callback', @dcore ); 
h_R_bic_text    = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [200 270 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>R</i><sub>core', 'Callback', @RBi-
cellet); 
h_R_bic         = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [300 270 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(277.9), 'Callback', @RBicelle ); 
h_dface_text    = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [200 240 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>d</i><sub>face', 'Callback', @dfacet); 
h_dface         = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [300 240 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(11.9), 'Callback', @dface ); 
h_drim_text     = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [200 210 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>d</i><sub>rim', 'Callback', @drimt); 
h_drim          = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [300 210 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(4.5), 'Callback', @drim ); 
h_core_text     = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [200 180 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>&rho</i><sub>core', 'Callback', @coret); 
h_core          = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [300 180 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(8.5), 'Callback', @core); 
h_bicf_text     = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [200 150 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>&rho</i><sub>face', 'Callback', @facet); 
h_bicelleface   = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [300 150 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(12.0), 'Callback', @face); 
h_bicr_text     = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [200 120 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>&rho</i><sub>rim', 'Callback', @rimt); 
h_bicellerim    = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [300 120 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(10.4), 'Callback', @rim); 
% Bicelle PEG 
uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 14.0, 'Position', [200 90 200 30], 'Style', 'text', 'String', 'Bicelle + PEG'); 
h_x_rim_text    = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [200 60 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>x</i><sub>rim', 'Callback', @xrimt); 
h_x_rim         = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [300 60 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(0.20), 'Callback', @xrim ); 
h_R_G1_text     = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [200 30 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>R</i><sub>G', 'Callback', @RGbt); 
h_R_G1          = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [300 30 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(17.5), 'Callback', @RGb ); 
h_PEG1_text     = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [200  0 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>&rho</i><sub>PEG', 'Callback', @PEGbt); 
h_PEG1          = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [300  0 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(10.8), 'Callback', @PEGb); 
% parameter 20 is unused: 
h_0_text        = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [200 0  100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','-', 'Callback', @h0t); 
h_0             = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [300 0  100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(0), 'Callback', @h0); 
set(h_0_text,'visible','off');set(h_0,'visible','off');D(20) = 0; 
% liposome 
uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 14.0, 'Position', [400 330 200 30], 'Style', 'text', 'String', 'Core-Shell Liposome'); 
h_dtail_text    = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [400 300 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>d</i><sub>tail', 'Callback', @dtailt); 
h_dtail         = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [500 300 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(33), 'Callback', @dtail ); 
h_R_lipo_text   = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [400 270 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>R</i><sub>core', 'Callback', @RLipot); 
h_R_lipo        = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [500 270 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(278), 'Callback', @RLipo ); 
h_t_h_in_text   = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [400 240 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>t</i><sub>head,in', 'Callback', @tint); 
h_t_h_in        = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [500 240 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(11.1), 'Callback', @tin ); 
h_t_h_out_text  = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [400 210 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>t</i><sub>head,out', 'Callback', 
@toutt); 
h_t_h_out       = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [500 210 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(9.7), 'Callback', @tout ); 
h_lipt_text     = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [400 180 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>&rho</i><sub>tail', 'Callback', @tailt); 
h_lipidtail     = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [500 180 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(8.7), 'Callback', @tail); 
h_liph_text     = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [400 150 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>&rho</i><sub>head', 'Callback', @headt); 
h_lipidhead     = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [500 150 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(11.7), 'Callback', @head); 
% Liposome PEG 
uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 14.0, 'Position', [400 90 200 30], 'Style', 'text', 'String', 'Liposome + PEG'); 
h_x_out_text    = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [400 60 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>x</i><sub>out', 'Callback', @xoutt); 
h_x_out         = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [500 60 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(0.67), 'Callback', @xout ); 
h_R_G2_text     = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [400 30 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>R</i><sub>G', 'Callback', @RGlt); 
h_R_G2          = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [500 30 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(17.5), 'Callback', @RGl ); 
h_PEG2_text     = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [400 0 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','<HTML><i>&rho</i><sub>PEG', 'Callback', @PEGlt); 
h_PEG2          = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [500 0 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(10.8), 'Callback', @PEGl); 
% parameter 24 is unused: 
h_00_text       = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [400 30 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton', 'Backgroundcolor','w', 'String','-', 'Callback', @h00t); 
h_00            = uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [500 30 100 30], 'Style', 'edit', 'String', num2str(0), 'Callback', @h00); 
set(h_00_text,'visible','off');set(h_00,'visible','off');D(24) = 0; 
% Units 
uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 14.0, 'Position', [600 330 100 30], 'Style', 'text', 'String', 'Units');uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [600 300 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton','Back-
groundcolor','w', 'String', 'Å');uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [600 270 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton','Backgroundcolor','w', 'String', 'Å');uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 
'Position', [600 240 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton','Backgroundcolor','w', 'String', 'Å');uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [600 210 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton','Back-
groundcolor','w', 'String', 'Å');uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [600 180 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton','Backgroundcolor','w', 'String', '<HTML>[10<sup>-6</sup>Å<sup>-
2</sup>]');uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [600 150 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton','Backgroundcolor','w', 'String', '<HTML>[10<sup>-6</sup>Å<sup>-2</sup>]');uicontrol( 
'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [600 120 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton','Backgroundcolor','w', 'String', '<HTML>[10<sup>-6</sup>Å<sup>-2</sup>]');uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Posi-
tion', [600 60 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton','Backgroundcolor','w', 'String', ' ');uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [600 30 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton','Backgroundcol-
or','w', 'String', 'Å');uicontrol( 'Fontsize', 12.0, 'Position', [600  0 100 30], 'Style', 'pushbutton','Backgroundcolor','w', 'String', '<HTML>[10<sup>-6</sup>Å<sup>-
2</sup>]');set(gcf, 'Position',  [100, 100, 700, 400]) 
    function fitter(hObject, eventdata) 
        xpeg = str2double(get( h_xpeg, 'String' ));xbic = str2double(get( h_xbicelles, 'String' ));solv = str2double(get( h_solvent, 'String' ));% general 
        dcore = str2double(get( h_dcore, 'String' ));Rbic = str2double(get( h_R_bic, 'String' ));dface = str2double(get( h_dface, 'String' ));% bicelle 
        drim = str2double(get( h_drim, 'String' ));core = str2double(get( h_core, 'String' ));face = str2double(get( h_bicelleface, 'String' )); 
        rim = str2double(get( h_bicellerim, 'String' )); 
        dtail = str2double(get( h_dtail, 'String' ));Rlipo = str2double(get( h_R_lipo, 'String' ));tin = str2double(get( h_t_h_in, 'String' ));% liposomes 
        tout = str2double(get( h_t_h_out, 'String' ));tail = str2double(get( h_lipidtail, 'String' ));head = str2double(get( h_lipidhead, 'String' )); 
        xrim = str2double(get( h_x_rim, 'String' ));RBb = str2double(get( h_R_G1, 'String' ));PEGb = str2double(get( h_PEG1, 'String' ));% decorations: bicelles 
        h0 = str2double(get( h_0, 'String' ));% unused 
        xout = str2double(get( h_x_out, 'String' ));RGl = str2double(get( h_R_G2, 'String' ));PEGl = str2double(get( h_PEG2, 'String' ));% decorations: liposomes 
        h00 = str2double(get( h_00, 'String' ));% unused 
        param0 = [xpeg,xbic,solv,dcore,Rbic,dface,drim,core,face,rim,dtail,Rlipo,tin,tout,tail,head,xrim,RBb,PEGb,h0,xout,RGl,PEGl,h00]'; 
        LB = [0,0,9.4,10,40,1,1,1,1,1,1,100,0,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1]';UB = [1,1,10,100,500,80,80,11,16,16,100,1000,80,80,11,16,1,100,14,1,1,100,30,14]'; 
        K = param0; param0 = param0(D==1); LB = LB(D==1); UB = UB(D==1); 
        options = optimoptions(@lsqnonlin,'MaxIterations',10000,'MaxFunctionEvaluations',10000,'StepTolerance',1e-11,'FunctionTolerance',1e-6); 
        tic;x = lsqnonlin(@formfactor,param0,LB,UB,options);toc 
        g = 1;xfit = zeros(length(K),1); 
        for i = 1:length(K);if(D(i));xfit(i) = x(g); g = g + 1;else;xfit(i) = K(i);end;end 
        xrim50 = (xfit(4)+2*xfit(6))./((xfit(4)+2*xfit(6))+xfit(5)+xfit(7));if(xfit(17)<xrim50);xfit(17) = xrim50;end 
        set( h_xpeg, 'String', num2str(xfit(1)));set( h_xbicelles, 'String', num2str(xfit(2)));set( h_solvent, 'String', num2str(xfit(3)));% general 
        set( h_dcore, 'String', num2str(xfit(4)));set( h_R_bic, 'String', num2str(xfit(5)));set( h_dface, 'String', num2str(xfit(6))); % bicelle 
        set( h_drim, 'String', num2str(xfit(7)));set( h_core, 'String', num2str(xfit(8)));set( h_bicelleface, 'String', num2str(xfit(9))); 
        set( h_bicellerim, 'String', num2str(xfit(10))); 
        set( h_dtail, 'String' , num2str(xfit(11)));set( h_R_lipo, 'String', num2str(xfit(12)));set( h_t_h_in, 'String', num2str(xfit(13))); % liposome 
        set( h_t_h_out, 'String', num2str(xfit(14)));set( h_lipidtail, 'String', num2str(xfit(15)));set( h_lipidhead, 'String', num2str(xfit(16))); 
        set( h_x_rim, 'String', num2str(xfit(17)));set( h_R_G1, 'String', num2str(xfit(18)));set( h_PEG1, 'String', num2str(xfit(19)));%decorations: bicelles 
        set( h_0, 'String', num2str(xfit(20))); 
        set( h_x_out, 'String', num2str(xfit(21)));set( h_R_G2, 'String', num2str(xfit(22)));set( h_PEG2, 'String', num2str(xfit(23)));%decorations: liposomes 
        set( h_00, 'String', num2str(xfit(24)));draw();end 

                                                           
xix This code is provided mainly for the readers of the electric version. Hence the small font in the code. 
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    function yfit = formfactor(x) %   actual fitting 
        PDI = str2double(get( h_PDI, 'String' ));fregion1 = str2double(get( h_fregion1, 'String' ));fregion2 = str2double(get( h_fregion2, 'String' )); 
        [a,b1] = min(abs(fregion1-data(1,:)));[a,b2] = min(abs(fregion2-data(1,:)));dat = data(:,b1:b2)';xfit = dat(:,1);g = 1;par = zeros(length(K),1); 
        for i = 1:length(K);if(D(i)==1);par(i) = x(g);g = g + 1;else;par(i) = K(i);end;end 
        backgr = 0;% background constant can included here (if known) 
        Vcore = par(1)*1212+(1-par(1))*1144; VPEG = 2780;% average lipid volume and PEG volume  
        %   bicelles with decoration 
        alpha       = realmin:(pi()/2)/100:pi()/2+realmin; 
        DLSbic      = {(par(8)-(par(9)+par(10))/2)*1e-6,(par(9)-par(10))/2*1e-6,(par(10)-par(9))/2*1e-6,((par(9)+par(10))/2-par(3))*1e-6};% 1/Å^2 
        rbic        = {par(5),par(5),par(5)+par(7),par(5)+par(7)};lbic = {par(4),par(4)+2*par(6),par(4),par(4)+2*par(6)}; 
        stdr        = PDI*par(5); normxr = -3*stdr:6*stdr/30:3*stdr; normyr = (ones(length(alpha),1)*normpdf(normxr,0,stdr))'; normyr = normyr./sum(normyr); 
        dR          = (ones(length(alpha),1)*normxr)'; alpha2 = ones(length(normxr),1)*alpha; 
        Vbic        = {pi()*(rbic{1}+dR).^2.*lbic{1},pi()*(rbic{2}+dR).^2.*lbic{2},pi()*(rbic{3}+dR).^2.*lbic{3},pi()*(rbic{4}+dR).^2.*lbic{4}};% Å^3         
        xrim        = par(17); xrim50 = lbic{4}./(lbic{4}+rbic{4});% PEG cross-term parameters for bicelle 
        if(xrim < xrim50);xrim = xrim50;end 
        RGb         = par(18); DLSPEGb = (par(19)-par(3))*1e-6; N = pi().*rbic{4}.^2.*lbic{4}/Vcore; Nagg = par(1).*N; npart = c*6.022e+4/N;% 1/cm * 1/Å^2 
        fb          = (1-exp(-(xfit.*RGb).^2))./(xfit.*RGb).^2; 
        %   liposomes with decoration (rcore is the radius of water phase + first PEG layer) 
        Vlipo       = 4/3*pi()*(sum(par(11:14)).^3-par(12).^3); Nlipo = Vlipo/Vcore; nlipo = c*6.022e+4/Nlipo; 
        std         = PDI*par(12); normx = -3*std:6*std/5000:3*std; normy = normpdf(normx,0,std); normy = normy./sum(normy); 
        rlipon      = ones(length(normx),1)*[par(12),sum(par(12:13)),sum(par(11:13)),sum(par(11:14))] + normx';% Å 
        DLSlip      = ones(length(normx),1)*[par(3)-par(16),par(16)-par(15),par(15)-par(16),par(16)-par(3)]*1e-6;% 1/Å^2 
        Vlipon      = 4/3*pi()*rlipon.^3; Nlagg = par(1)*(Vlipon(4)-Vlipon(1))/Vcore; Ri = rlipon(:,1)'; Ro = rlipon(:,4)'; RG = par(22); DLSPEG = (par(23)-par(3))*1e-6; 
        for j = 1:length(xfit); 
            qp = xfit(j); 
            if(par(2) == 1);Pbrush = DLSPEGb.^2.*VPEG.^2.*2*(exp(-(qp*RGb)^2)-1+(qp*RGb)^2)/((qp*RGb)^4);CB = sum(normyr.*(DLSbic{1}.*Vbic{1}.*2.*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{1}+dR).*sin(al-
pha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{1}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(rbic{1}+dR).*sin(alpha2).*(qp*(lbic{1})/2).*cos(alpha2))+DLSbic{2}.*Vbic{2}.*2.*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{2}+dR).*sin(al-
pha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{2}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(rbic{2}+dR).*sin(alpha2).*(qp*(lbic{2})/2).*cos(alpha2))+DLSbic{3}.*Vbic{3}.*2.*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{3}+dR).*sin(al-
pha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{3}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(rbic{3}+dR).*sin(alpha2).*(qp*(lbic{3})/2).*cos(alpha2))+DLSbic{4}.*Vbic{4}.*2.*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{4}+dR).*sin(al-
pha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{4}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(rbic{4}+dR).*sin(alpha2).*(qp*(lbic{4})/2).*cos(alpha2))).^2); 
                CS = abs(sum(normyr.*(DLSbic{1}.*Vbic{1}.*2.*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{1}+dR).*sin(alpha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{1}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(rbic{1}+dR).*sin(al-
pha2).*(qp*(lbic{1})/2).*cos(alpha2))+DLSbic{2}.*Vbic{2}.*2.*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{2}+dR).*sin(alpha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{2}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(rbic{2}+dR).*sin(al-
pha2).*(qp*(lbic{2})/2).*cos(alpha2))+DLSbic{3}.*Vbic{3}.*2.*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{3}+dR).*sin(alpha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{3}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(rbic{3}+dR).*sin(al-
pha2).*(qp*(lbic{3})/2).*cos(alpha2))+DLSbic{4}.*Vbic{4}.*2.*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{4}+dR).*sin(alpha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{4}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(rbic{4}+dR).*sin(al-
pha2).*(qp*(lbic{4})/2).*cos(alpha2))).*VPEG.*DLSPEGb.*((1-xrim).*2*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{4}+dR).*sin(alpha2))./(qp.*(rbic{4}+dR).*sin(alpha2)).*cos(qp.*((lbic{4})+2.*RGb).*cos(al-
pha2)/2) + xrim.*besselj(0,qp.*((rbic{4}+dR)+RGb).*sin(alpha2)).*sin(qp.*((lbic{4})).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(lbic{4}).*cos(alpha2)/2)))); 
                CC = sum(normyr.*(VPEG.*DLSPEGb.*((1-xrim).*2*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{4}+dR).*sin(alpha2))./(qp.*(rbic{4}+dR).*sin(alpha2)).*cos(qp.*((lbic{4})+2.*RGb).*cos(alpha2)/2) + 
xrim.*besselj(0,qp.*((rbic{4}+dR)+RGb).*sin(alpha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{4}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(lbic{4}).*cos(alpha2)/2))).^2); 
                PS = npart.*(trapz(alpha,sin(alpha).*(CB + Nagg.*(2*fb(j).*CS + fb(j).^2.*(Nagg-1).*CC)))+Nagg.*Pbrush);F2bic(j,1) = PS; F2lip = 0; 
            elseif(par(2) == 0);h = (1-exp(-(qp.*RG).^2))./(qp.*RG).^2; gi = (1-par(21)).*sin(qp.*(Ri-RG))./(qp.*(Ri-RG)); go = par(21).*sin(qp.*(Ro+RG))./(qp.*(Ro+RG)); 
                Plip = sum(normy.*sum(3.*DLSlip'.*Vlipon'.*(sin(qp.*rlipon')-qp.*rlipon'.*cos(qp.*rlipon'))./(qp.*rlipon').^3).^2);%   liposome 
                fc = DLSPEG.^2.*VPEG.^2*(2.*(exp(-(qp*RG).^2)-1+(qp.*RG).^2)./(qp.*RG).^4); 
                sc = sum(3.*DLSlip'.*Vlipon'.*(sin(qp.*rlipon')-qp.*rlipon'.*cos(qp.*rlipon'))./(qp.*rlipon').^3).*DLSPEG.*VPEG.*(gi+go); 
                cc = (DLSPEG.*VPEG.*(gi+go)).^2; F2bic = 0; F2lip(j,1) = nlipo.*(Plip + sum(normy.*Nlagg.*(fc + 2*h.*sc + h.^2.*(Nlagg-1).*cc))); 
            else;Pbrush = DLSPEGb.^2.*VPEG.^2.*2*(exp(-(qp*RGb)^2)-1+(qp*RGb)^2)/((qp*RGb)^4);CB = sum(normyr.*(DLSbic{1}.*Vbic{1}.*2.*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{1}+dR).*sin(al-
pha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{1}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(rbic{1}+dR).*sin(alpha2).*(qp*(lbic{1})/2).*cos(alpha2))+DLSbic{2}.*Vbic{2}.*2.*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{2}+dR).*sin(al-
pha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{2}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(rbic{2}+dR).*sin(alpha2).*(qp*(lbic{2})/2).*cos(alpha2))+DLSbic{3}.*Vbic{3}.*2.*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{3}+dR).*sin(al-
pha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{3}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(rbic{3}+dR).*sin(alpha2).*(qp*(lbic{3})/2).*cos(alpha2))+DLSbic{4}.*Vbic{4}.*2.*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{4}+dR).*sin(al-
pha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{4}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(rbic{4}+dR).*sin(alpha2).*(qp*(lbic{4})/2).*cos(alpha2))).^2); 
                CS = abs(sum(normyr.*(DLSbic{1}.*Vbic{1}.*2.*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{1}+dR).*sin(alpha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{1}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(rbic{1}+dR).*sin(al-
pha2).*(qp*(lbic{1})/2).*cos(alpha2))+DLSbic{2}.*Vbic{2}.*2.*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{2}+dR).*sin(alpha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{2}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(rbic{2}+dR).*sin(al-
pha2).*(qp*(lbic{2})/2).*cos(alpha2))+DLSbic{3}.*Vbic{3}.*2.*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{3}+dR).*sin(alpha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{3}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(rbic{3}+dR).*sin(al-
pha2).*(qp*(lbic{3})/2).*cos(alpha2))+DLSbic{4}.*Vbic{4}.*2.*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{4}+dR).*sin(alpha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{4}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(rbic{4}+dR).*sin(al-
pha2).*(qp*(lbic{4})/2).*cos(alpha2))).*VPEG.*DLSPEGb.*((1-xrim).*2*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{4}+dR).*sin(alpha2))./(qp.*(rbic{4}+dR).*sin(alpha2)).*cos(qp.*((lbic{4})+2.*RGb).*cos(al-
pha2)/2) + xrim.*besselj(0,qp.*((rbic{4}+dR)+RGb).*sin(alpha2)).*sin(qp.*((lbic{4})).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(lbic{4}).*cos(alpha2)/2)))); 
                CC = sum(normyr.*(VPEG.*DLSPEGb.*((1-xrim).*2*besselj(1,qp.*(rbic{4}+dR).*sin(alpha2))./(qp.*(rbic{4}+dR).*sin(alpha2)).*cos(qp.*((lbic{4})+2.*RGb).*cos(alpha2)/2) + 
xrim.*besselj(0,qp.*((rbic{4}+dR)+RGb).*sin(alpha2)).*sin(qp.*(lbic{4}).*cos(alpha2)/2)./(qp.*(lbic{4}).*cos(alpha2)/2))).^2); 
                PS = npart.*(trapz(alpha,sin(alpha).*(CB + Nagg.*(2*fb(j).*CS + fb(j).^2.*(Nagg-1).*CC)))+Nagg.*Pbrush);F2bic(j,1) = PS; 
                h = (1-exp(-(qp.*RG).^2))./(qp.*RG).^2; gi = (1-par(21)).*sin(qp.*(Ri-RG))./(qp.*(Ri-RG)); go = par(21).*sin(qp.*(Ro+RG))./(qp.*(Ro+RG)); 
                Plip = sum(normy.*sum(3.*DLSlip'.*Vlipon'.*(sin(qp.*rlipon')-qp.*rlipon'.*cos(qp.*rlipon'))./(qp.*rlipon').^3).^2);%   liposome 
                fc = DLSPEG.^2.*VPEG.^2*(2.*(exp(-(qp*RG).^2)-1+(qp.*RG).^2)./(qp.*RG).^4); 
                sc = sum(3.*DLSlip'.*Vlipon'.*(sin(qp.*rlipon')-qp.*rlipon'.*cos(qp.*rlipon'))./(qp.*rlipon').^3).*DLSPEG.*VPEG.*(gi+go); 
                cc = (DLSPEG.*VPEG.*(gi+go)).^2; F2lip(j,1) = nlipo.*(Plip + sum(normy.*Nlagg.*(fc + 2*h.*sc + h.^2.*(Nlagg-1).*cc)));end 
        end;yfit = par(2)*F2bic + (1-par(2))*F2lip + backgr - dat(:,2);end 
    function draw() 
        xpeg = str2double(get( h_xpeg, 'String' ));xbic = str2double(get( h_xbicelles, 'String' ));solv = str2double(get( h_solvent, 'String' )); %general 
        dcore = str2double(get( h_dcore, 'String' ));Rbic = str2double(get( h_R_bic, 'String' ));dface = str2double(get( h_dface, 'String' )); %bicelle 
        drim = str2double(get( h_drim, 'String' ));core = str2double(get( h_core, 'String' ));face = str2double(get( h_bicelleface, 'String' )); 
        rim = str2double(get( h_bicellerim, 'String' )); 
        dtail = str2double(get( h_dtail, 'String' ));Rlipo = str2double(get( h_R_lipo, 'String' ));tin = str2double(get( h_t_h_in, 'String' )); %liposomes 
        tout = str2double(get( h_t_h_out, 'String' ));tail = str2double(get( h_lipidtail, 'String' ));head = str2double(get( h_lipidhead, 'String' )); 
        xrim = str2double(get( h_x_rim, 'String' ));RGb = str2double(get( h_R_G1, 'String' ));PEGb = str2double(get( h_PEG1, 'String' )); %decorations: bicelles 
        h0 = str2double(get( h_0, 'String' ));% unused 
        xout = str2double(get( h_x_out, 'String' ));RGl = str2double(get( h_R_G2, 'String' ));PEGl = str2double(get( h_PEG2, 'String' )); %decorations: liposomes 
        h00 = str2double(get( h_00, 'String' ));% unused 
        fregion1 = str2double(get( h_fregion1, 'String' ));fregion2 = str2double(get( h_fregion2, 'String' )); 
        [a,b1] = min(abs(fregion1-data(1,:)));[a,b2] = min(abs(fregion2-data(1,:)));dat = data(:,b1:b2)'; 
        param0 = [xpeg,xbic,solv,dcore,Rbic,dface,drim,core,face,rim,dtail,Rlipo,tin,tout,tail,head,xrim,RGb,PEGb,h0,xout,RGl,PEGl,h00]'; 
        K = param0;param0 = param0(D==1);fit = formfactor(param0) + dat(:,2); 
        figure(3);hold off;plot(data(1,:)*10,data(2,:),'k.','MarkerSize',16);hold all;plot(dat(:,1)*10,fit,'r-','LineWidth',3); 
        set(gca,'xscale','log','yscale','log','FontSize',24); xlabel('{\itq} [nm^-^1]','FontSize',30); ylabel('{\itI}({\itq}) [cm^-^1]','FontSize',30); 
        xlim([0.01,25]); ylim([0.0001,11]); pbaspect([1,1,1]); box on;end 
    function next(hObject, eventdata);fig = fig+1; 
        if(p < fig);tst = get(h_next, 'String');if(strcmp(tst,'Quit'));close all;return;else;set(h_next,'String','Quit');end% exit 
        else;openfig(file{fig});pause(2);h = gcf;set(h,'Visible','off');axesObjs = get(h, 'Children');dataObjs = get(axesObjs, 'Children'); 
            if(iscell(dataObjs));xdata = get(dataObjs{2,1}, 'XData');ydata = get(dataObjs{2,1}, 'YData'); 
            else;xdata = get(dataObjs, 'XData');ydata = get(dataObjs, 'YData');end 
            if(iscell(xdata));[a,b1] = min(abs(xdata{ind} - 0.0048));[a,b2] = min(abs(xdata{ind} - 0.5));% data was cut from q ~ 0.048-5 nm^-1 
                data = [xdata{ind}(b1:b2);ydata{ind}(b1:b2)];data(2,:) = data(2,:) - I0;% subtraction if applied 
            else;[a,b1] = min(abs(xdata - 0.0048));[a,b2] = min(abs(xdata - 0.5));data = [xdata(b1:b2);ydata(b1:b2)];data(2,:) = data(2,:) - I0;end 
            figure(3);plot(data(1,:)*10,data(2,:),'k.','MarkerSize',16);set(gca,'xscale','log','yscale','log','FontSize',24);xlabel('{\itq} [nm^-^1]','FontSize',30);yla-
bel('{\itI}({\itq}) [cm^-^1]','FontSize',30);xlim([0.01,25]); ylim([0.0001,25]); pbaspect([1,1,1]); box on;end;end 
    %controls - general 
    function xpeg  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_xpeg );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_xpeg, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function xpegt  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_xpeg_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(1) = 0; 
        else;set(h_xpeg_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(1) = 1;end;end 
    function xbicelles (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_xbicelles );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_xbicelles, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function xbict  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_xbic_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(2) = 0; 
        else;set(h_xbic_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(2) = 1;end;end 
    function solvent (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_solvent );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_solvent, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function solt  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_sol_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(3) = 0; 
        else;set(h_sol_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(3) = 1;end;end 
    function pdi  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_PDI );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_PDI, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function fregion1  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_fregion1 );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_fregion1, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function fregion2  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_fregion2 );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_fregion2, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    %bicelle 
    function dcore  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_dcore );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_dcore, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function dcoret  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_dcore_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(4) = 0; 
        else;set(h_dcore_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(4) = 1;end;end 
    function RBicelle  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_R_bic );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_R_bic, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function RBicellet  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_R_bic_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(5) = 0; 
        else;set(h_R_bic_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(5) = 1;end;end 
    function dface  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_dface );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_dface, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function dfacet  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_dface_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(6) = 0; 
        else;set(h_dface_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(6) = 1;end;end 
    function drim  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_drim );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_drim, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function drimt (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_drim_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(7) = 0; 
        else;set(h_drim_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(7) = 1;end;end 
    function core (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_core );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_core, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function coret  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_core_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(8) = 0; 
        else;set(h_core_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(8) = 1;end;end 
    function face (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_bicelleface );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_bicelleface, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function facet  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_bicf_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(9) = 0; 
        else;set(h_bicf_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(9) = 1;end;end 
    function rim (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_bicellerim );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_bicellerim, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function rimt  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_bicr_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(10) = 0; 
        else;set(h_bicr_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(10) = 1;end;end 
    %liposome 
    function dtail  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_dtail );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_dtail, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function dtailt  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_dtail_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(11) = 0; 
        else;set(h_dtail_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(11) = 1;end;end 
    function RLipo  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_R_lipo );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_R_lipo, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function RLipot  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_R_lipo_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(12) = 0; 
        else;set(h_R_lipo_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(12) = 1;end;end 
    function tin  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_t_h_in );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_t_h_in, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function tint  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_t_h_in_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(13) = 0; 
        else;set(h_t_h_in_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(13) = 1;end;end 
    function tout  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_t_h_out );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_t_h_out, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function toutt  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_t_h_out_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(14) = 0; 
        else;set(h_t_h_out_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(14) = 1;end;end 
    function tail (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_lipidtail );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_lipidtail, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function tailt  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_lipt_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(15) = 0; 
        else;set(h_lipt_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(15) = 1;end;end 
    function head (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_lipidhead );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_lipidhead, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function headt  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_liph_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(16) = 0; 
        else;set(h_liph_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(16) = 1;end;end 
    %decorations: bicelle 
    function xrim  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_x_rim );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_x_rim, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function xrimt  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_x_rim_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(17) = 0; 
        else;set(h_x_rim_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(17) = 1;end;end 
    function RGb  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_R_G1 );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_R_G1, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function RGbt  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_R_G1_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(18) = 0; 
        else;set(h_R_G1_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(18) = 1;end;end 
    function PEGb  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_PEG1 );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_PEG1, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function PEGbt  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_PEG1_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(19) = 0; 
        else;set(h_PEG1_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(19) = 1;end;end 
    function h0  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_0 );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_0, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function h0t  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_0_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(20) = 0; 
        else;set(h_0_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(20) = 1;end;end 
    %decorations: liposome 
    function xout  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_x_out );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_x_out, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function xoutt  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_x_out_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(21) = 0; 
        else;set(h_x_out_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(21) = 1;end;end 
    function RGl  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_R_G2 );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_R_G2, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function RGlt  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_R_G2_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(22) = 0; 
        else;set(h_R_G2_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(22) = 1;end;end 
    function PEGl  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_PEG2 );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_PEG2, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function PEGlt  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_PEG2_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(23) = 0; 
        else;set(h_PEG2_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(23) = 1;end;end 
    function h00  (hObject, eventdata);if ( hObject == h_00 );str = get( hObject, 'String' );set ( h_00, 'String', str );draw();end;end 
    function h00t  (hObject, eventdata);str = get( hObject, 'Backgroundcolor' );if(str == 1);set(h_00_text,'Backgroundcolor','g');D(24) = 0; 
        else;set(h_00_text,'Backgroundcolor','w');D(24) = 1;end;end;end 
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Errata 

Publication I 

Page 21397: The light output power was ca. 2.8 W cm–2 instead of 0.7 W cm–2. 

Publication III 

Page 25959: The vector  in Eq. (5) should be , where  is 
the adsorption site of the nth dipole. Similarly, Eqs. (6), (7), (8), 
(12), and (14) should be dependent on the variable  instead of , 
and Eqs. (11) and (15) should have  and  
instead of  and  

Page 25960: The buffer solution contained 137 mM of NaCl instead of 13.7 mM. 
Page 25963: Eq. (25) should read  

without the extra s. 
Page 25964: Figure 5 should contain the variable  instead of . 
Page 25965: Figure 6 should contain the variable  instead of . 
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